Russia’s Hostile Measures

Combating Russian Gray Zone Aggression Against NATO in the Contact, Blunt, and Surge Layers of Competition
Russia challenges the security and stability of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and many of its member states. Russia’s conventional capabilities pose a serious threat, and it has historically succeeded to one extent or another in sowing disorder, weakening democratic institutions, and undermining NATO cohesion. However, it also has a long track record of strategic shortfalls and even some ineptitude. NATO will benefit from exploring opportunities to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile behavior in the so-called gray zone short of war, where daily adversarial competition occurs, as the behavior that Russia exhibits in the gray zone will no doubt extend to high-order war.

Effectively deterring, preventing, and countering Russian hostile behavior demands clear analysis: Why and precisely how have Russian leaders applied hostile measures—for example, economic embargoes, limited military incursions, cyberattacks, information campaigns, and assassinations—in an apparent effort to undermine alliance security and stability?

This report documents research and analysis conducted as part of the project “Russia, European Security, and ‘Measures Short of War,’” sponsored by the U.S. Army Deputy Chief of Staff, G-3/5/7. The purpose of the project was to provide recommendations to inform the options that the Army presents to the National Command Authorities to leverage, improve upon, and develop new capabilities and address the threat of Russian aggression in the form of measures short of war.

This report is accompanied by two online appendixes, available for download at www.rand.org/t/RR2539. Appendix A, “An Evolutionary History of Russia’s Hostile Measures,” presents a detailed history of hostile measures and operations from the creation of the Soviet Union in 1917 through the end of the Cold War. Appendix B, “Detailed Case Studies of Russia’s Use of Hostile Measures,” presents complete case studies of the measures that Russia employed in Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey during specific crises in those countries in the post–Cold War era.

Research for this study began in 2015 and was completed in 2016. Additional research and analysis were conducted between late 2017 and early 2019 to bring the findings and recommendations up to date with contemporaneous events. The report was under U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) security review from January to August 2019. Russian behavior and the evolution of the European security environment between early January 2019 and the publication of this report served to reinforce the validity of the findings and recommendations presented here.

This research was conducted within RAND Arroyo Center’s Strategy, Doctrine, and Resources Program. RAND Arroyo Center, part of the RAND Corporation, is a federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) sponsored by the United States Army.
RAND operates under a “Federal-Wide Assurance” (FWA00003425) and complies with the Code of Federal Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects Under United States Law (45 CFR 46), also known as “the Common Rule,” as well as with the implementation guidance set forth in DoD Instruction 3216.02. As applicable, this compliance includes reviews and approvals by RAND’s Institutional Review Board (the Human Subjects Protection Committee) and by the U.S. Army. The views of sources utilized in this study are solely their own and do not represent the official policy or position of DoD or the U.S. government.
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Russia seeks veto authority over nations on its periphery in terms of their governmental, economic, and diplomatic decisions [and] to shatter the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. . . .

—Summary of the U.S. National Defense Strategy, 2018

Russia threatens the security and stability of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and, bilaterally, many of its individual member states. However, as of early 2019, the nature and extent of the Russian threat was still being debated. We argue that the current consensus on the complex Russian threat is simultaneously understated and overblown. Russia is dangerous. It sows disorder, weakens democratic institutions, and undermines NATO cohesion. In some ways, its full conventional threat is perhaps even more dangerous than currently portrayed. However, Russia has a long track record of strategic shortfalls and even some ineptitude in its long game; it is neither infallible nor omnipotent. NATO can effectively deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile behavior in the gray zone—along what the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) calls the contact layer, where daily adversarial competition occurs—and during direct, state-on-state, high-order conventional or nuclear war: in the blunt and surge layers.

Effectively deterring, preventing, and countering Russian hostile behavior against the NATO alliance demands clear analysis: Why and precisely how have Russian leaders applied what we refer to broadly as hostile measures—for example, economic embargoes, limited military incursions, cyberattacks, information campaigns, and assassinations—in an apparent effort to undermine alliance security and stability? This report builds on existing expert analyses to help NATO find the best ways to use both its special and conventional military forces to push back against this behavior.

All of the many thousands of hostile and often costly interactions between Western and Soviet states or Russia since the 1917 revolution have taken place in the so-called gray zone short of war. This long-standing reality makes the gray zone a continuous challenge and an enduring threat to alliance cohesion and stability. And the behavior Russia exhibits in the gray zone will extend into high-order war. This threat, too, must be evaluated and considered.

Approach and Purpose

This report draws on primary and secondary sources of historical analysis, recent case studies, and the existing work of many top experts at the RAND Corporation and in the broader analytic community. Based on analyses of these sources, it proposes a more holistic and, arguably, more precisely representative conceptualization of the Russian threat. It recommends a complementary NATO military posture that is better able to address the broadest scope and scale of Russian hostility. (As of early 2019, the alliance was already enacting many useful policies.) At the same time, it is our intent to put the existing threat in less daunting context: Russian behavior is fairly consistent and manageable when considered historically.

Our report has three purposes: (1) describe the evolution, institutionalization, and limits of Russian hostile measures; (2) recharacterize Russian hostile measures, including their use in high-order war; and (3) recommend ways for NATO to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures in the gray zone and during high-order war (in the contact, blunt, and surge layers).

Reconceptualizing “Measures Short of War” as Hostile Measures

American Kremlinologist George F. Kennan called actions like sabotage, disinformation, and political destabilization measures short of war (MSW). Kennan’s term was groundbreaking at the time. But 70 years of intervening experience and analyses suggest that revision is needed. Kennan did argue for considering MSW during war, but the very term of art he employs includes the fixed phrase short of war. Whether or not he intended the concept to apply during high-order war, his selected term is self-defining and ultimately unhelpful and impractical. We argue that it reinforces the mistaken idea that these measures are employed only in the gray zone and that they are a thing apart from high-order conventional or nuclear war.

Hostile measures—a term that folds in the more specific category of clandestine or covert active measures—applies more accurately to the behavior Kennan sought to circumscribe. We use Kennan’s term measure and the broad, generic term hostile to avoid introducing yet another acronym or catchphrase to the debate over the character of war. Our intent is to be accurate without claiming new theoretical ground: As many astute observers of the gray zone have argued, this is nothing new. Building from the stable baseline set by Kennan, we define hostile measures as follows:

State activities other than high-order conventional or nuclear attack applied against other states at any time, and in any context, with the hostile intent of gaining advantage and reducing that state’s capabilities, stability, or advantages.

Figure S.1 depicts the applied range of hostile measures, presenting a contrast to the artificially bounded understanding of the gray zone. It shows conceptual phasing from left to right: The gray zone precedes conventional war, which, in turn, precedes nuclear war. Hostile measures typically associated with the gray zone are available to states across the full spectrum of conflict.

2 Some might argue that active measures—or the Russian counterpart, transliterated as aktivnye meropriyatiya—is sufficient. Our research shows that active measures are more narrowly applied to clandestine or covert intelligence operations and would not include limited military operations or other relevant actions.
Russia’s Gray Zone Threat

The gray zone is not a specific defense and military challenge with well-defined parameters and boundaries. Instead, it is clear recognition of a universe of challenges lying in what amounts to a conceptual dead space in strategy development and strategic planning. This dead space exists from the highest levels of the U.S. national security community to deep into the Pentagon’s strategy and planning process.

— Nathan P. Freier et al., Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, 2016

Hostile exchanges in the gray zone between NATO member states and Russia have been dangerous, intensely damaging, and, in some cases, extremely costly. They include overt acts of diplomatic aggression; global intelligence operations, such as Soviet penetrations of NATO intelligence agencies; destabilizing Cold War proxy conflicts across Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Middle East; assassinations; economic sabotage; political subversion; disinformation; and limited use of direct military intervention, including Soviet support for both the North Korean and North Vietnamese forces fighting against the U.S. military in the 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s.

Table S.1 presents a sample of hostile measures that the Soviets employed during the Cold War, including as part of high-order conflict. While these are singular examples, the Soviets combined multiple measures in sequence or parallel in almost every case.

All these activities received attention during the Cold War when Russian power was at its zenith. But Western policy interest in Russia declined steadily after the end of the Soviet Union in 1991 and through the late 2000s. Experts on Russia filtered out of Western intelligence agencies and diplomatic services and became scarce in both academia and nongovern-

---


4 More recently, the U.S. intelligence community found that Russia applied hostile measures to influence the U.S. federal elections in 2016. See Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in Recent US Elections, Washington, D.C., January 6, 2017.
mental policy circles. As U.S. interest in Russia waned, Russian international activity increased steadily under Vladimir Putin in his roles, variously, as prime minister and president. NATO concerns about Russia did not peak again until the annexation of Crimea. In early 2014, Russia used disguised special operations units, disinformation tactics, and local proxy forces to seize the Crimean Peninsula from Ukraine. This action shocked the Western policy community and galvanized experts to analyze and define the gray zone. A quick surge of literature on gray zone activity and on the still loosely defined concept of hybrid warfare followed. Just a few years after this short-of-war calamity, the threat of high-order war recaptured the strategic discourse in the U.S. national security community. Since 2014, policy interest in Russian hostile measures in Eastern Europe has been overtaken by a renewed focus on conventional war in Europe and Asia. As a consequence, the gap in knowledge and threat appreciation that existed between 1991 and 2014 may be gradually reemerging.

### Addressing the Reemerging Gap

Few opportunities remain to sharpen the detailed descriptions of Russian actions in Crimea and eastern Ukraine. With some notable exceptions, there has been little effort to put into useful context the rationale, patterns, and limits of recent Russian hostile measures. Policy-makers struggling to deter, prevent, or counter Russian actions in Europe (and elsewhere) would benefit from a deeper understanding of the historical-cultural context for Russian actions. When viewed on a longer timeline, the motives and decisions of Russian leaders and government institutions appear more logical, less grandiose, and, perhaps, even more vulnerable to deterrence and countermeasures than they do in the narrow spotlight of recent events.

Accordingly, this report summarizes the history of ideas, institutions, and practices that have shaped Russia’s use of hostile measures, with an emphasis on Europe—specifically, Eastern Europe. It describes the evolved institutionalization of Russia’s approach to hostile mea-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assassination</td>
<td>1959: A Soviet intelligence officer assassinates Ukrainian dissident Stepan Bandera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destabilization</td>
<td>~1981–1983: Cuba trains Central and South American insurgents at the Soviet Union’s behest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinformation</td>
<td>1959–1986: National Voice of Iran broadcasts Soviet propaganda into Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983–1988: Operation Infektion, in which the Soviets use East Germans to blame the United States for AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1986: The Soviets spread rumors about Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) efforts to sabotage the summit of leaders of Non-Aligned Movement member countries in Harare, Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy war</td>
<td>~1954–1975: Soviet Union provides direct military and intelligence support to North Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1975–1991: Soviet Union directs and supports Cuban intervention in Angola, takes control by proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabotage</td>
<td>1949: The Soviets create panic in Yugoslavia by launching sabotage operations from Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:** Various CIA documents and scholarly literature on Cold War-era Soviet activities. See Chapter Three for a complete accounting of sources.
sures and how capabilities to apply those measures have solidified over time. It also presents findings from a process-tracing analysis of Russian operations in Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey.

**The Nature of Russian Hostile Measures**

**Russian Leaders’ Use of Hostile Measures Is Spurred in Large Part by Existential Worry**

Our historical analysis and interpretation of the literature suggest that Russia’s evolving use of hostile measures is rooted in existential worries of the pre-Soviet and Soviet state. Russia has always perceived itself as a nation under threat from its neighbors and from global interlopers; in many cases, this belief was justified. Internal state deception, distrust, and infighting throughout the Soviet period exacerbated individual and collective perceptions of looming instability and destruction.

Consequently, Russian leaders are motivated by at least three general, overarching worries: (1) Western encroachment, (2) disruption to the stability of allied governments, and (3) internal revolt. Whether or not it is true, Russian leaders believe that Western leaders promised to halt NATO’s eastern expansion during negotiations in 1990.\(^5\) Therefore, the alliance’s eastward expansion toward Russia’s border represents both a broken promise and an inherent threat.

The map of NATO members, aspiring members, and partners in Figure S.2 paints a clear picture of a Russian state that regional foreign and security policy expert Sherman Garnett described as “a wedged bear in a great tightness.”\(^6\) Member states are fully integrated into the alliance. Membership Action Plan countries are formally on track for membership, while aspiring member countries are working toward that status but less formally. Other countries support the alliance through the Partnership for Peace program, contribute troops to alliance operations in Afghanistan and elsewhere, or engage directly with NATO through the Individual Partnership and Cooperation Programme.

Thirteen countries in Eastern Europe have joined NATO, and four more have sought accession since Putin assumed the presidency of Russia in 2000. Three current members, two aspiring members, and five countries that formally partner with NATO abut Russia’s border from Norway to Mongolia. Every country in Europe, with the exceptions of Kosovo and Cyprus, are alliance members, are pursuing membership, or have (or recently had) a formal partnership agreement with NATO. Alliance influence in Central Asia extends its reach almost from the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans. From Russia’s perspective, the alliance has it effectively surrounded and is closing in.

We note that worry is not the only factor that drives Russian behavior. Russia is a large, complex state with many security, economic, and diplomatic interests. But worry appears to be the primary motivator behind its use of hostile measures in Eastern Europe. Russian leaders see a need to counter what they perceive as existential external and internal threats, so their use of such measures is logical in the context of NATO expansion and partnership activity. This suggests a major consideration for the alliance’s efforts to deter, prevent, and counter Rus-

---


Russia’s Hostile Measures: Combating Russian Gray Zone Aggression Against NATO

Our case analysis and limited process tracing showed that we cannot yet predict which tactical measures Russia will employ in any prospective hostile-measures operation. But we can forecast Russia’s broad approach and some patterns of operation. Logical, reactive patterns of behavior motivated by well-known triggers lend themselves to forecasting. Russia applies hostile measures in two ways:

- **opportunistically**: constant pursuit of advantage through the use of hostile measures
- **reactively**: using hostile measures as a short- and long-term reaction to a perceived threat.

Given Russia’s clearly identified national security concerns—Western encroachment, disruption to the stability of allied governments, and internal revolt—coupled with its predilection to warn before acting, NATO should be able to successfully forecast Russia’s broad operational approach to applying hostile measures. Russia takes opportunistic advantage where

---

7 There are cases that do not fit the general approach. For example, Russia’s motives for disrupting the 2016 U.S. presidential election are difficult to place within the typical reactive pattern of post-Soviet Russian behavior. Setting aside the exceptions, Russia generally applies hostile measures as part of a predictable strategic defensive approach.
deterrence and prevention are weak. Thus, forecasting can assume that if a nation poses a security threat in one or more of those three ways, and if it fails to deter or prevent Russian hostile measures, then Russia is likely to use hostile measures aggressively against that state.

Reactive application is sometimes a long-term, generally tactical behavior designed to spoil a threat and punish a perceived offender. Russia has applied hostile measures reactively, and in some cases it still does, in the cases we examined. Its goal in doing so is to destabilize countries or to signal displeasure over behavior it views as inimical to Russian interests. Russian leaders will emphasize economic and political measures over military measures whenever possible, however. Longer campaigns that give the appearance of over-the-horizon strategy fall into similar patterns. For example, the decades-long effort to disrupt Moldova appears to be an extended version of the shorter-term campaign in Georgia: Both operations were designed to prevent Western encroachment, support allied governments or pseudo-states (in this case Transnistria, South Ossetia, and Abkhazia), punish the offending governments, and instill fear in their leaders to prevent future offenses.

Patterns in Russian Hostile-Measures Behavior and Case Study Example

While Russia is adept at masking its tactical actions as they unfold, historical analysis reveals some consistencies in its contemporary approach. We drew these findings from our limited sample of five cases, our historical analysis, and our broader analysis of Russian behavior, cited throughout this report:

1. Russia consistently reacts with hostile measures when it perceives threats.
2. Both opportunism and reactionism drive Russian behavior.
3. Russian leaders issue a public warning before employing reactive hostile measures.
4. Short- and long-term measures are applied in mutually supporting combination.
5. Diplomatic, information, military, and economic means are used collectively.
6. Russia emphasizes information, economic, and diplomatic measures, in that order.
7. All arms of the government are used to apply hostile measures, often in concert.

Figure S.3 offers one example from our research. It shows the timeline of events in the Georgia case, beginning with the Rose Revolution at the end of 2003 and ending with the election of a new Georgian president in October 2013. Key events are presented above the timeline, while Russian hostile measures are presented below the timeline. Enduring measures, such as Russia’s ban on Georgian agricultural imports, are presented with an inverted “L” shaped timeline marker from left to right and color-coded by category.

Cyber as a Caveat and Cautionary Note

After the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russian conventional threat—while still dangerous—waned considerably. However, internet dependence has opened NATO vulnerabilities to cyber-attack. Whereas Russian hostile measures have only a limited effect on individual European countries, cyber operations extend Russia’s reach into Western Europe and the United States. Russia’s ability to affect elections and shut down or manipulate power grids, financial networks, and other critical infrastructure presents a critical threat to NATO security. This threat is consistent from the gray zone through high-order war. Russia’s cyber capabilities are danger-
Figure S.3
Timeline of Russian Hostile Measures in Georgia

- **2003**: Rose Revolution; Shevardnadze ousted
- **2004**: Saakashvili begins first term as president
- **2005**: Georgia accuses Russia of supporting separatist movements
- **2006**: Georgian parliament demands that Russian peacekeepers withdraw from Abkhazia and South Ossetia
- **2007**: “Spying row”
- **2008**: Putin warns U.S. President George W. Bush that supporting Ukraine and Georgia’s bids for NATO membership would cross Russia’s red line
- **2009**: Georgia requests inclusion in Membership Action Plan at NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania
- **2010**: Shootdown of drone over Abkhazia; Georgia blames Russia, which denies involvement
- **2011**: UN investigation concludes that drone was shot down by a Russian fighter jet
- **2012**: Russia recognizes Abkhazia and South Ossetia
- **2013**: Margvelashvili elected president of Georgia
- **2014**: Cyberattacks

**Events**
- Putin warns U.S. President George W. Bush that supporting Ukraine and Georgia’s bids for NATO membership would cross Russia’s red line
- Georgia requests inclusion in Membership Action Plan at NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania
- Shootdown of drone over Abkhazia; Georgia blames Russia, which denies involvement
- UN investigation concludes that drone was shot down by a Russian fighter jet
- Russia recognizes Abkhazia and South Ossetia
- Cyberattacks
- Russia conducts military exercises on Georgian border
- Russia sends troops to Abkhazia
- Sharp increase in price of imported Russian gas
- Russia deports Georgians accused of “immigration offenses”
- Russia establishes visa restrictions on Georgians
- Russia suspends air, rail, road, sea, and postal links with Georgia
- Russia recalls its ambassador to Georgia
- Russia bans imports of Georgian mineral water
- Russia bans imports of Georgian wine, wine products, brandy, and champagne
- Destruction of gas and electricity lines from Russia to Georgia
- Sharp increase in prices of imported Russian gas
- Russia bans Georgian agricultural imports

**Hostile measures**
- Cyber
- Diplomacy
- Economic
- Energy
- Military
Russian Performance and NATO Action

Russia has long-standing expertise in the use of hostile measures. However, its success in applying these measures has been uneven, and its capabilities have been somewhat overstated. Russia applies hostile measures expertly but generally not in a way that helps it sustain a favorable status quo in Europe. Our historical analysis and case studies suggest that Russia is tactically competent but strategically shortsighted (or at least insufficient to thwart NATO). The Soviet Union’s many local, short-term successes in the gray zone did not generate dominant global communism or prevent the collapse of the Soviet state. NATO has more than doubled in size since 1949, progressing ever eastward toward Russia’s border. Expansion may have triggered the most recent spate of Russian aggression, but these specific cases of aggression were mostly reactive, tactical, local, and, in some cases, counterproductive.

Table S.2 summarizes our assessment of Russia’s success rate in each of five selected cases at both the tactical and strategic levels of effort: Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey. Tactics are actions designed to achieve strategic goals. Tactical success can be impressive and intimidating in the short term, but, in the absence of strategic progress, it can be wasted or even counterproductive. Threshold design is drawn from the collective RAND literature on assessment, examples of which are cited in Chapter Three of this report.

In the five cases, we assessed Russian tactical and strategic success as follows:

- **Tactical:** Did Russian hostile measures achieve a desired effect? Did they slow, stop, or punish a perceived hostile action or gain Russia an immediate tactical advantage in the target area?
- **Strategic:** Did the entirety of Russia’s hostile measures—its collective tactics—clearly generate a favorable, long-term strategic change? In these cases, was long-term Western influence stopped or rolled back, and did long-term Russian influence increase?

We determined that Russia achieved tactical success in three out of the five cases but that it had no definitive strategic success: In every case, it failed to prevent former Soviet states or clients from moving ever closer to the West. It sometimes delayed but did not stop progress toward NATO accession. In three cases, Russia’s strategic success backfired: The victims of its hostile measures accelerated their westward shifts in response to Russia’s behavior, NATO increased its direct support for each state, and NATO and (in some cases) the European Union reactively made firmer mutual commitments to support the defense and development of the affected states.

Russia’s genuine tactical acumen should not be confused for either tactical omnipotence or strategic brilliance. Russia is not invincible, and its leaders are not irrational or impervious to deterrence. Western states can deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures by taking on strong, thoughtful political positions and force dispositions. Steps to deter, prevent, and counter Russian actions should be taken simultaneously and in concert to achieve both a combinatorial and sequential effect. NATO should first seek to deter Russian hostile measures. If deterrence
fail, it should seek to prevent Russia from applying hostile measures. If Russia succeeds in applying hostile measures, NATO should find ways to counter their efficacy. For the military component of the NATO alliance, the tools for deterrence, prevention, and countering are generally the same: Forward military presence reinforced with an array of enabling capabilities.

Russia’s influence can be largely limited to its near abroad, or the areas directly along its borders in former Soviet and Warsaw Pact states. Even there, in countries like Estonia and Poland, Russia’s capacity to infringe on NATO interests can be diminished with thoughtful, measured, firm, and consistent action. Success against Russian hostile measures depends on continuing and, if possible, enhancing the alliance’s newfound commitment to its eastern flank.

**Using a Forward Military Posture to Address Russia’s Hostile Measures**

U.S. ground forces are the linchpins in the DoD’s gray zone response. All U.S. ground forces can tangibly contribute to contesting gray zone competition with forward-deployed forces and surge expeditionary capability. . . . Army forces are essential future gray zone contenders.

— Nathan P. Freier et al., *Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone*, 2016

The Global Operating Model describes how the Joint Force will be postured and employed. . . . It comprises four layers: contact, blunt, surge, and homeland. These are, respectively, designed to help us compete more effectively below the level of armed conflict; delay, degrade, or deny adversary aggression; surge war-winning forces and manage conflict escalation; and defend the U.S. homeland.

— Summary of the U.S. National Defense Strategy, 2018

This 2016 recommendation from the U.S. Army’s Strategic Studies Institute and DoD’s call for the establishment of a *contact layer* of forward forces designed to compete and win in the gray zone with countries like China and Russia also apply to NATO’s competition with Russia in Europe. Forward posture is the key to deterring, preventing, or countering Russian hostile measures. Our research recommends focusing on a conventional military deterrence posture as a baseline for a NATO counter–hostile measures strategy. This conclusion was strongly reinforced by recommendations from experts on Russian strategy at a February 2016 symposium that we organized in Cambridge, UK, and it is echoed in other research, including

---

8 Freier et al., 2016, pp. 84–85.
previous RAND studies of Russian hostile measures. Forward-positioned conventional forces should serve as a “baseplate” to which technical and advanced special operations capabilities can be added.

Regional events since the 2016 symposium suggest that conventional forces are optimal for supporting efforts to prevent, deter, and counter Russian hostile measures. Such efforts include providing direct support to special operations forces that are directly engaged in gray-zone competition or in thwarting Russian hostile measures during high-order war. NATO, through its Readiness Action Plan, has begun forward posturing in a measured way to deter a perceived threat of Russian conventional attack. The U.S. government’s European Deterrence Initiative and NATO’s enhanced forward presence of approximately 4,500 troops dispersed across several multinational battlegroups have sent a strong signal of defensive commitment to Eastern European allies and Russia. Figure S.4 depicts this enhanced presence as of mid-2019.

Building on existing research by the Army’s Strategic Studies Institute and others, we found that this strategy is likely to have a positive knock-on effect: A forward conventional presence can, we argue, help deter Russian hostile measures. It is also likely to present opportunities for targeted actions to prevent and counter Russian such behavior, generating dual benefits.

Dual Benefits of Forward Defense
A forward conventional baseplate—preferably involving forward-stationed multinational units on secure military bases—also serves a dual purpose: It signals strength that can deter all hostile measures, from deception operations to conventional and nuclear attacks. Forward presence enables the authorized and permitted application of military technical capabilities—such

Figure S.4
NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence

as intelligence collection, information operations, and counterintelligence—that can be highly effective in preventing and countering Russian hostile measures. In many cases, military forces possess the best and most numerous of these capabilities. However, their use in Europe requires careful diplomatic engagement, improved authorities, consistent relationships between contributing and hosting states, and well-established boundaries.

**Key Findings and Recommendations**

The history, analysis, and case examples captured in this report highlight four key conclusions about how Russia’s success in employing hostile measures and the odds that the alliance can effectively forecast and deter, prevent, or encounter their use:

- Russia’s application of hostile measures is tactically adroit but strategically shortsighted. Russia typically fails to achieve strategic success by applying hostile measures.
- General patterns in Russian gray zone behavior lend themselves to forecasting, and Russia often issues formal indications and warnings before making use of hostile measures.
- Appreciation and preparation for Russian hostile measures should be broadened beyond the gray zone to include high-order conventional and nuclear scenarios.
- A forward conventional presence can help deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures of influence in Europe.

These and the more in-depth findings presented here support our recommendation that NATO should sustain a measured forward presence in Europe indefinitely and leverage conventional force enablers to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures.

This report is accompanied by two online appendixes, available for download at www.rand.org/t/RR2539. Appendix A, “An Evolutionary History of Russia’s Hostile Measures,” presents a detailed history of hostile measures and operations from the creation of the Soviet Union in 1917 through the end of the Cold War. Appendix B, “Detailed Case Studies of Russia’s Use of Hostile Measures,” presents our complete case studies of Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBRN</td>
<td>chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheka</td>
<td>VCheka, or Vserossiyskaya Chrezvychnaya Komissiya [All-Russian Extraordinary Commission]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRU</td>
<td>Glavnoye Razvedyvatel’noye Upravleniye [Main Intelligence Agency]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBCT</td>
<td>infantry brigade combat team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGB</td>
<td>Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti [Committee for State Security]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISO</td>
<td>military information support operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSW</td>
<td>measures short of war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKVD</td>
<td>Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del [People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okhrana</td>
<td>Okhrannoye Ordelenie [Department for Protecting the Public Security and Order]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>special operations forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>Sluzhba Vneshney Razvedki Rossiyskoy Federatsii [Foreign Intelligence Service of the Russian Federation]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>unmanned aerial system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER ONE

Russian Hostile Measures in Every Context

This report builds on existing RAND Corporation research and consolidates more than 500 pages of research on Russian hostile behavior below the threshold of high-order conventional war. It describes tactics and measures that Russia uses below this threshold and that it is likely to use during war. It also briefly describes the evolution of Russia’s approach to state-on-state competition to help political and military leaders and analysts understand how and why Russia came to view success in the gray zone as existential and therefore a crucial part of its national security strategy. The research presented here highlights specific recommendations for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) centering on the use of military assets to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures.

Hostile Measures in the Gray Zone and During High-Order War

It is increasingly important to consider the holistic nature of competition with Russia. For many years, the U.S. National Defense Strategy was released with little fanfare: The pro forma document has had limited influence on practice. The 2018 strategy was different. In the unclassified summary of the strategy, then Secretary of Defense James N. Mattis and his writing team stated plainly that the combined threats of state-on-state gray zone behavior and high-order war were of greater strategic significance than the activities of such terrorist groups as the Islamic State: “Inter-state strategic competition, not terrorism, is now the primary concern in U.S. national security.” On the following page, the strategy identified Russian

---


diplomatic behavior and hostile measures as central threats in a long-term, state-versus-state competition for global influence, listing Russia’s technology-enabled subversion of democracy before the Russian nuclear threat.

Mattis’s conceptualization of the threat is directly relevant to NATO. In fact, the alliance’s collective approach to addressing long-term competition with Russia is central to both U.S. and European security. Understanding the context in which Russia honed what American Kremlinologist George F. Kennan called measures short of war (MSW)—what we call hostile measures—will help NATO policymakers conceptualize and implement strategies to deter, prevent, and counter the threat identified in the National Defense Strategy.³

Using the Gray Zone as a Conceptual Device
Measures short of war are generally understood to be state-on-state actions, typically conducted in the gray zone. The term gray zone was popularized after the 2014 Russian invasion of Crimea.⁴ The gray zone is the conceptual space between complete nonengagement and the outbreak of high-order war, with the latter described as intense, declared conventional or nuclear war between the armed forces of two or more nation-states. High-order war is rare. Gray zone activity is commonplace. Nation-states are in constant multilateral engagement in the gray zone, seeking alliance with and advantage over other states.

A 2016 preliminary research effort by RAND Arroyo Center disputed the notion that war is changing or that intense gray zone competition amounted to anything new.⁵ While the emergence of the cyber domain, hybrid terrorist-insurgent groups (such as the Islamic State), and instant global communication via the internet is adding new dimensions to the character of war and gray zone competition, the nature of conflict itself is unchanging. War in any form remains a Clausewitzian clash of independent, opposing wills. But high-order conventional and nuclear war remain as rare today as they were throughout the 20th century, a period during which the vast majority of conflicts were classified as irregular or civil wars.⁶

Instead of creating a new paradigm of conflict, the recent literature on the gray zone has helped national security experts step back from the staid perspectives on warfare that have hindered Western understanding of the nature of gray zone threats. Like high-order war, gray zone conflict is a constant struggle of independent, opposing wills that plays out relentlessly in subtle and not so subtle diplomatic, informational, military, and economic actions and reactions. Russia is helping the United States relearn this faded Cold War lesson with a bracing series of gray zone setbacks for European allies and the United States itself.


⁴ In this lightning operation, Russia’s military and security agencies employed a potent mix of special operations forces, information operations, and clandestine political destabilization to seize Ukrainian territory. The term existed before 2014 but was not exhaustively explored until after the Crimea invasion. For additional background, see our case study in Appendix B, available online, as well as Kofman et al., 2017. For Kennan’s original analysis as outlined in his September 1946 lecture, see Kennan, 1991.

⁵ Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016.

⁶ Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016, pp. 3–5.
Defining Russian Hostile Measures

In his original formulation of the term *MSW*, Kennan sought to describe all interstate behavior short of war. He divides MSW into two categories: amicable and nonamicable. Of his 12 overarching examples, half are amicable measures, such as arbitration.\(^7\) All six nonamicable measures are overt acts, such as embargoes or the severing of diplomatic relations. He also presents a range of hostile actions that totalitarian states might take, including the less overt, less amicable acts of “intimidation, deceit, corruption, penetration, subversion . . . psychological pressure, economic pressure, seduction, blackmail, theft, fraud, rape, battle, murder, and sudden death.”\(^8\) Kennan does not reconcile these two lists, leaving the dozen above-board, overt policy options oddly dissociated from the basket of dirty tricks that are now most closely associated with the term *MSW*. Kennan’s analysis focuses almost solely on overt diplomatic actions; he devotes little space to aggressively hostile measures. But in the more than 70 years since, MSW has come to embody covert action and below-the-threshold-for-war hostilities. It is rarely used in reference to Kennan’s central focus on overt diplomatic activities.

In some ways, it is useful to think about state policy options as a long, unbounded menu that includes cultural exchanges, routine economic aid to allies, basic trade negotiations, embargo, psychological operations, and covert destabilization. However, *MSW* cannot capture every action that a government takes short of war if the term is to have any utility. A boundless approach would also mean that the gray zone—a potentially helpful bounding tool to circumscribe measures used—would be limitless in scope and therefore devoid of practical meaning to policymakers. We concur with Hal Brands’s observation that “‘gray zone’ cannot mean everything if it is to mean anything” and extend his observation to the measures applied.\(^9\)

During this and previous research on MSW, we determined that total diffusion makes terms irrelevant but that trying to apply a specific and narrow taxonomy generates more disagreement than concurrence.

There is another significant practical concern in using the term *MSW*. Terminology should be both precise and accurate. It would be difficult and perhaps illogical to interpret the measures in question as anything other than measures used in circumstances short of war. This means that, by definition, these measures are not used during war. But at one brief point in his argument, Kennan does suggest recharacterizing policy options:

[We] must cease to have separate patterns of measures—one pattern for peace and one pattern for war. Rather, we must select them according to the purpose we are pursuing and classify them that way.\(^10\)

This is logical and practical advice. It reflects Kennan’s realistic understanding of the problem: Almost all measures are applicable below and above the threshold for high-order war. Policy options cannot and should not be neatly delineated by conflict phase. Some are more or less appropriate to given conditions. But this argument does not align with Kennan’s terminology. In fact, his use of the term *MSW*—which he drew from textbooks on international

---

\(^7\) Kennan, 1991, p. 4.

\(^8\) Kennan, 1991, p. 8.


law—does exactly what Kennan argues against: It separates patterns of measures below and above the threshold for high-order war.¹¹

Kennan is regarded as the dean of Sovietology and one of the greatest American policy analysts of the 20th century. A Pulitzer Prize winner for his writings on international affairs and the history of relations between Russia and the West, Kennan was also one of the first U.S. policymakers to help apply the measures he described against the Soviet Union in the early Cold War era.¹² His ideas are rightly venerated, but they are not unassailable. As a policymaker, Kennan chose to eschew MSW in favor of the term political warfare, or “the employment of all the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its national objectives,” including “‘black’ psychological warfare and . . . underground resistance in hostile states.”¹³ Political warfare might be used to describe the policy approach that applies MSW, but Kennan did not clearly make that distinction nor seek to resolve the two terms.¹⁴ Even to Kennan, the term MSW was not sacrosanct.

MSW has been in common use for more than half a century, but it is insufficiently accurate and, in the modern context, dated and misleading. In place of MSW, we offer the term hostile measures. This term can be used in conjunction with political warfare or other terms that describe the policy approach to applying such measures; we refer specifically to the actions taken. In other words, a state could apply hostile measures to achieve political warfare objectives. This proposed formulation might be helpful:

• States apply hostile measures in the gray zone to achieve political warfare objectives.
• States also apply hostile measures during high-order war to achieve wartime objectives.

To arrive at the term hostile measures, we started with Kennan’s measures short of war. We removed short of war because it creates an artificial and unhelpful boundary. To capture the behaviors that are most relevant to policymakers and to eliminate routine functions that are less relevant to competition, we added the term hostile. To avoid artificial bounding beyond the term hostile, we retained the general term measures. Ultimately, we defined hostile measures as follows:

State activities other than high-order conventional or nuclear attack applied against other states at any time, and in any context, with the hostile intent of gaining advantage and reducing that state’s capabilities, stability, or advantages.

¹¹ Kennan, 1991, p. 3.


These measures certainly include the nonamicable overt diplomatic actions that Kennan focused on in his 1946–1947 lectures at the National War College. Figure 1.1 depicts the applied range of hostile measures, presenting a contrast to the artificially bounded understanding of the gray zone. It shows conceptual phasing from left to right: The gray zone precedes conventional war, which, in turn, precedes nuclear war. Hostile measures typically associated with the gray zone are available to states across the full spectrum of conflict.

**Active Measures as a Subset of Hostile Measures**

Within the broad category of hostile measures are overt actions, such as limited military incursions, economic embargoes, and public information campaigns, as well as tailored clandestine and covert hostile measures, including targeted disinformation campaigns. Historically, Russian policymakers and intelligence officers have referred to these as *active measures*, transliterated as *aktivnye meropriyatiya*. They should be considered a subset of hostile measures.

**Ongoing Debate: Defining and Bounding the Hybrid Un-War**

Debate over the meaning of gray zone, MSW, political warfare, and other terms is even more expansive than we have suggested thus far. In prior research, aptly titled *Stretching and Exploiting Thresholds for High Order War*, we identified a range of catchphrases adopted by analysts seeking to describe hostile interstate activities other than high-order war. Examples

---


16 Dennis Kux, 2005, provides an overview of the history of Soviet and Russian active measures, tracing their lineage back to the 1920s. Also see Rid, 2017, and Walters, 1988.

17 Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016.
include parawar, asymmetric war, pressure pointing, lawfare, salami slicing, unrestricted warfare, and hybrid warfare. This slew of terminology highlights the disagreement and, often, outright confusion over the nature of gray zone interstate competition. In June 2016, a team from the Army War College’s Strategic Studies Institute produced a significant analysis of the gray zone and hybrid war. That report concluded, “There is no common perception of the nature, character, or hazard associated with the gray zone or its individual threats and challenges.”

We concur with this finding but do not seek a definitive solution. Instead, we briefly describe the ongoing analytic debate over terminology as a way to frame our findings on the gray zone and hostile measures. Hybrid warfare, a term generally attributed to Frank G. Hoffman at the U.S. National Defense University, is particularly salient to this debate. It was NATO’s term of choice in the immediate period after Russia’s seizure of Crimea.

**Genesis of the Gray Zone–Hybrid Warfare Debate**

Two events in 2014 led to an intense but short-lived analytic trend. Russia’s annexation of Crimea generated a frantic examination of Russian covert-action capabilities and tactics. The Islamic State’s seizure of large parts of Iraq in 2014 accelerated a parallel, overlapping interest in the on-again, off-again term hybrid warfare, which has been interpreted to mean anything from the behavior of a hybrid paramilitary-terrorist organization to state-level hybrid application of tactics in the gray zone. Meanwhile, there was growing awareness among nonexperts that China was operating aggressively in the gray zone in places like the East China Sea, Africa, and elsewhere. First, the shock and awe generated by the blitzkrieg-like success of Russia in Crimea and the Islamic State in Iraq generated considerable analytic excitement. A few early accounts suggested that Russia had invented a new way of war. Many of these

---


reports lent credence to Russia’s contemporaneous, chest-thumping propaganda. Some observers suggested that Vladimir Putin was applying his new type of warfare to establish hegemony over (at least) Eastern Europe.\textsuperscript{23} There was a brief period of intense focus on the gray zone and hybrid warfare from 2014 to 2015, characterized by descriptions of Russia’s new-generation warfare.\textsuperscript{24}

**Refinement of the Gray Zone–Hybrid Warfare Debate**

By early 2016, the debate over the Russian threat had stabilized, and some deeper analyses emerged. For example, in an early 2016 article, Russia watcher Andrew Monaghan suggested letting some of the steam out of the gray zone–hybrid warfare pressure cooker. In addition to driving home the point that this kind of nebulous hostile behavior was long-standing—an argument we made in our 2016 report—he also pointed out that Russian commentators explicitly rejected the term *hybrid warfare*.\textsuperscript{25} Bettina Renz and Hanna Smith gave warning to policymakers who might have been captured by the initial onslaught of literature:

> [T]aking the success of Russia’s operational approach [in Crimea] as a basis for defence planning is counterproductive as it is likely to preclude the flexibility of responses needed in any potential future Russian hostility.\textsuperscript{26}

In addition to Monaghan, Renz, and Smith, other experts, such as Keir Giles at Chatham House and Michael Mazarr and Christopher Chivvis at RAND, helped bring the discussion back to its origins.\textsuperscript{27} The terms *gray zone* and *hybrid* have now been so thoroughly picked over and demystified that even retracing this brief analytic history risks redundancy. By our reading of the collective literature, the analytic community eventually reached some general conclusions:

- Gray zone hostilities are nothing new, particularly for Russia.
- Russia will continue to apply these tactics, but its goals and means are limited.
- Deterring, preventing, or countering so-called gray zone behavior is difficult.

By 2017, analyses of the gray zone and hybrid warfare had shifted toward a balanced, objective view of Russian power.\textsuperscript{28} As the nature of the writing changed, the pace of publication slowed considerably. Perhaps the effect of the hyperbolic tone of some initial 2014–2015

---

\textsuperscript{23} For example, Phillip A. Karber, “Russia’s ‘New Generation Warfare,’” *Pathfinder Magazine*, June 4, 2015.


\textsuperscript{26} Renz and Smith, 2016, p. 8.


\textsuperscript{28} The term *hybrid warfare* stuck in the European analytic community but lost some favor in the United States; it remains ill defined, and we do not use the term in this report.
articles had boomeranged. Practical matters also intervened. In U.S. policy circles, interest in North Korea, Iran, and China displaced some of the attention on Russia, and the specific focus on Russian hostile measures shifted to the 2016 election and ongoing social media manipulation. By early 2018, U.S. policy interest in the threat that Russian hostile measures posed to Eastern Europe had waned, while broader NATO interest steered more toward the conventional aspects of high-order war. Emphasis on long-term competition in the 2018 National Defense Strategy may offer two opportunities to refocus analysis on the holistic nature of the Russian threat: (1) to solidify advances in gray zone–hybrid war analysis with more-detailed historical research and (2) to expand and improve NATO perceptions of the Russian threat in a high-order war scenario.

One last general point appears to have been reached in policy circles, although perhaps more by passive and unintended consensus than through concerted effort. Read collectively, the most thoughtful reports on the gray zone and hybrid warfare suggest that gray zone tactics are generally distinct from high-order war. We should also explicitly state a point about the breadth of Russian behavior and associated analysis: The cited literature avoids addressing but does not actively deny the likelihood that Russia would use hostile measures during high-order war. But this mostly unwritten assumption has not made the hostile-measures threat sufficiently real in policy debates over the conventional and nuclear threats. While the term hybrid would suggest a blending of conventional and unconventional measures along the entire continuum of conflict, work by top experts, including those at RAND, instead suggest or describe a continuum separated into phases that are distinct in terms of measures applied. This report seeks to broaden the perspective on the applicability of hostile measures across phases of competition.

Approach and Methodology

This report has three purposes: (1) describe the evolution, institutionalization, and limits of Russian hostile measures; (2) recharacterize Russian hostile measures, including their use in high-order war; and (3) recommend ways for NATO to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures in the gray zone and during high-order war. Appendix A of this report traces the evolutionary history of Russian hostile measures; Appendix B contains detailed case studies of Russia’s use of hostile measures in particular crises in the post–Cold War era. (Both accompany this report online at www.rand.org/t/RR2539.) Here, we briefly summarize the methodology behind the historical analysis and case studies, topics addressed in greater detail in Chapter Three.

29 For one of several descriptions, see Guillaume Lasconjarias and Jeffrey A. Larsen, eds., NATO’s Response to Hybrid Threats, Rome: NATO Defense College, 2015, p. xxii. Lasconjarias and Larsen accurately describe Russia’s approach in Europe as a blending of a range of unconventional and conventional measures. However, like other writers on the topic, they do not explicitly and fully discuss the use of hostile measures during conventional war. We engaged directly with the lead author of that report and learned that NATO Defense College analysts clearly understand that the Russian hostile measures threat extends into the realm of high-order war. Therefore, it is by omission rather than by commission that the reader is left with the impression that Russia will apply its hostile measures only in scenarios short of high-order war.

30 Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016, is one RAND report that used Kennan’s MSW paradigm.
Historical Analysis
The purpose of our historical analysis was to detail the evolution of Russia’s approach to hostile measures over time. Our general approach was to write a traditional historical narrative using both primary and secondary sources. We added a historical-cultural perspective drawn from secondary sources to the analysis in Chapter Two. The history in Appendix A draws on the vast scholarly and policy literature on Soviet and Russian foreign policy in both Russian and English. We also turned to the substantial available collections of U.S. and Soviet or Russian primary source documents, translated by the research team when necessary. Among the most important were Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) intelligence reports and assessments, declassified through Freedom of Information Act requests; the Wilson Center’s rich collection of declassified and, in many cases, translated Cold War-era documents; and the online National Security Archive of declassified documents related to U.S. foreign policy housed at George Washington University.31 In addition to government documents, these collections include personal correspondence and popular literature.

Case Studies
We conducted a small-\( n \) case study effort designed around process tracing. This is a methodology purposed to match its description: We identified, plotted, and then analyzed Russian hostile measures in five selected cases. The goals of this effort were to (1) describe Russian hostile measures in detail in a case context; (2) compare from case to case; and (3) set a baseline for what should be a more detailed and wider-ranging case-study effort to show empirically derived, generalizable patterns in Russia’s use of hostile measures. We selected cases that were most appropriate for the subject of our research—recent and Europe-centered—and applied the following additional criteria:

- confined the cases to post-Soviet Russia to help characterize contemporary behavior
- eliminated cases in which the risk of war was exceptionally limited
- focused on cases in geographic proximity to Russia and in which the targeted state was a NATO member or allied with NATO
- prioritized cases in which Russian minorities resided in the targeted state
- limited cases to those characterized by a frozen conflict
- included cases of strategic interest to the United States beyond its NATO membership.

Some cases met all these criteria, while one or more criteria did not apply in others. It is impossible to precisely quantify U.S. strategic interest, so we applied this criterion subjectively. Process tracing could be applied to many or perhaps all of the examples referenced in the historical analysis and case-study narratives in the online appendixes to this report.

Differences Between the Accompanying Online Appendixes and This Report
The accompanying online appendixes stand alone as distinct research (each has its own, separate set of references). However, this report brings together those findings with additional context and aggregates the conclusions presented there—for example, by applying a rating system

---

to assess the outcomes of the five cases of Russian use of hostile measures. Overall, we conclude that it is possible to forecast general Russian behavior as it relates to the use of hostile measures, but the appendixes make a case against forecasting tactical actions. The distinction is in the level of analysis: general, strategic approaches to the use of hostile measures versus the prediction of tactical patterns in a given case. This report provides a holistic analysis of the problem, while the accompanying appendixes offer a more nuanced and detailed focus on the history of Russian hostile measures and their use.

**Organization of This Report**

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Chapter Two summarizes and expounds on the detailed historical research presented in Appendix A, which accompanies this report online. It describes the historical-cultural evolution of Russian hostile measures–related tactics, highlighting key events and institutions to better familiarize policymakers with the institutionalized and, ultimately, limited nature of Russia’s approach. Chapter Three summarizes and provides additional context for the detailed case studies of Russian hostile measures in Appendix B. Chapter Four examines ways to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures, focusing on NATO’s options in Eastern Europe.

The two appendix volumes are available online at www.rand.org/t/RR2539. Appendix A, “An Evolutionary History of Russia’s Hostile Measures,” presents a detailed history of hostile measures and operations from the creation of the Soviet Union in 1917 through the end of the Cold War. Appendix B, “Detailed Case Studies of Russia’s Use of Hostile Measures,” presents the five post–Cold War case studies: Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey.
CHAPTER TWO

The Evolution and Limits of Russian Hostile Measures

Applying a Western conceptual framework to explain a foreign operational art, divorcing it from its foreign ideational context and from what the foreigners say to themselves may lead to misperceptions.

— Dima Adamsky, 2018

Deterring, preventing, or countering Russian hostile measures necessitates understanding Russian motivations, tactics, and strategies and—more importantly—their limits. By characterizing the historical and cultural evolution of Russia’s use of hostile measures, we sought to reveal insights about the nature of Russian behavior in the gray zone. It is not possible to predict with certainty the tactics that Russia will employ in any given case. However, with a fuller appreciation of Russian behavior, it is possible to forecast, and then preemptively address, Russian hostile-measures operations in prospective high-order war scenarios. Understanding the broad motivations behind these operations and the patterns of approach—the general ways in which Russia tends to group tactics—will allow for improved analysis and forecasting. This chapter briefly describes Russia’s motivations for institutionalizing hostile measures.

The Institutionalization and Nature of Russian Hostile Measures

Neither Soviet nor American strategists are culture-free, preconception-free game theorists. . . . It is useful to look at the Soviet approach to strategic thinking as a unique “strategic culture.”

— Jack L. Snyder, RAND Corporation, 1977

All major theories of state formation acknowledge, albeit to varying degrees, the influences of geography, history, and culture on the nature of the state, its institutions, and its behavior. It

is therefore reasonable to consider Russian state formation in geographic, historical, and cultural context without necessarily selecting one scientific theory over another. There are genuine, warranted limits to the conceptualization of strategic culture: Culture is never static or consistent, and no nation-state can exist as an isolated and therefore inviolable cultural island. The concept of strategic culture must be considered with caution. This section describes the broader dynamics associated with the institutionalization of Russian hostile measures within the Russian state; see Appendix A for greater detail and additional references to the literature on this topic through the end of the Cold War.

A Strategy Evolved from Existential Worry

Russia’s strategic culture is profoundly paranoid and likely to remain so. As a result, Russia behaves in ways that threaten or subvert other countries and obstruct Western diplomacy.

— Edward Lucas, Center for European Policy Analysis, 2013

Russia experts debate the degree to which constant strategic worry impels Russian leaders toward outwardly hostile behavior. Worry may not drive all aspects of policy, but Russia’s evolving use of hostile measures clearly originated in the existential worries of the pre-Soviet and Soviet states. Russia has always perceived itself as a nation under threat from its neighbors and from global interlopers; in many cases, this belief was justified. Its size, geographic position, and relative lack of physical border barriers, such as mountain ranges, make it inherently vulnerable to incursions. Its heterogeneous population and historically fractious politics make it inherently vulnerable to internal revolt. These vulnerabilities affect Russian culture and motivate state behaviors—principally, state-on-state hostile measures—to counter them.

Worry About External Invasion

Bourgeois strategy is reactionary in its social and political aims since it serves the interests of imperialist aggressors, who conduct unjust and predatory wars in order to seize foreign


territories, to suppress national liberation movements, and to enslave the people of other
countries.

— Marshal Vasily Sokolovsky, 1962

Russian elites appear to have increasingly concluded that the United States and NATO rep-
resent long-term political and potentially military threats to the current regime in Moscow.

— Bryan Frederick et al., RAND Corporation, 2017

Russia’s vast borders were and arguably still are practicably indefensible. Former senior director
for Russia on the U.S. National Security Council Thomas Graham has argued that “Moscow’s
fear is a product of Russia’s geopolitical setting, political structure, and historical experience,
all of which have shaped its strategic culture.” Table 2.1 lists some of the historic encroach-
ments on what is now the Russian state.

Trauma and fear associated with these invasions imprinted on Russian culture and con-
tributed directly to the development of a powerful central state and national military. Worry

| Table 2.1 |
| Example of Foreign Encroachments into Russian Territory |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Century</th>
<th>Summary of Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13th</td>
<td>Mongol invasion of what is now the Russian state; destruction of Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th–16th</td>
<td>Lithuania-Russia wars; many Lithuanian attacks on Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Livonian War leads to loss of major Eastern European holdings; attack on Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>Crimean and Turkish invasion of Russia from Crimea; attack on Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Polish-Russian War between the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Russia in alliance with Sweden; attack on Moscow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Ingrian War; Swedes invade Russian territory and seize Novgorod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth defeats Russian Army; Smolensk captured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>Napoleon’s Grande Armée invades Russia; Moscow attacked and burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th</td>
<td>Crimean War; French and British coalition; Russian Caucasus penetrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th</td>
<td>North Russia Intervention; U.S. and allied troops land on Russian territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th</td>
<td>German invasion of the Soviet Union; ~20 million Russians killed and Moscow besieged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


8 Frederick et al., 2017, p. xiii.

9 Graham, 2010, p. 56.
about external intervention, specifically, contributed to the formation of the state security apparatus that became primarily responsible for applying hostile measures. Although the NATO alliance has never invaded Russian territory, the continuity of the perceived threat is understandable: Current alliance members, including Germany, Poland, Lithuania, the United Kingdom, France, and the United States, have all crossed Russia’s borders with hostile intent. Continued NATO expansion toward Russia’s borders since the fall of the Soviet Union has exacerbated existing worries.10 According to Putin’s 2015 National Security Strategy,

The buildup of the military potential of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the endowment of it with global functions pursued in violation of the norms of international law, the galvanization of the bloc countries’ military activity, the further expansion of the alliance, and the location of its military infrastructure closer to Russian borders are creating a threat to national security.11

This perceived threat of physical advance is further exacerbated by the all-too-real progression of Western—primarily U.S.—soft-power influence in Eastern Europe, including support for the “color revolutions” that have undermined Russian client governments.12

Worry Over Internal Revolt

In the modern world extremism is being used as a geopolitical instrument and for remaking spheres of influence. We see what tragic consequences the wave of so-called color revolutions led to. For us this is a lesson and a warning. We should do everything necessary so that nothing similar ever happens in Russia.

— President Vladimir Putin, 201413

Russian leaders have faced continual threats from internal revolts and revolts against vassal regimes for several hundred years; Russia has been beset by instability since at least the middle of the 16th century. Table 2.2 lists a selection of some of the hundreds of revolts and smaller, more local uprisings against Russia and its vassal states. Note that many of these events directly threatened Moscow and the ruling elite. Most recently, so-called color revolutions in Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan exacerbated long-standing worries of internal dissent. Former U.S. policy adviser on Russia Angela Stent has argued that modern Russian leaders see revolt in Eastern Europe as a potential reflection of their own domestic vulnerability.14

All this chaos has contributed to a common Russian, and specifically Muscovite, cultural appreciation for a safe, reliable status quo. President Putin, chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces Valery Gerasimov, minister of defense Sergey Shoygu, and director of the Federal Security Service (FSB) Alexander Bortnikov are all products of the Soviet state that

10 Radin and Reach, 2017, chapter 1; Frederick et al., 2017, chapter 3.
12 Andrew Monaghan presents a sound interpretation of Russia’s perception of the NATO threat and Western failure to appreciate this perception (Andrew Monaghan, The New Politics of Russia: Interpreting Change, Manchester, UK: Manchester University Press, 2016, pp. 8–7, 67–74). Keir Giles essentially makes the same argument (Giles, 2016).
rationalized, institutionalized, popularized, and weaponized existential worry. Their application of hostile measures to address what they perceive to be existential external threats is logical in context. Political scientist Mette Skak argued that Russia’s annexation of Crimea was more a response to concern about internal revolt than NATO encroachment—an inside-out rather than an outside-in strategic reflex resulting in a consummate hostile-measures operation.15

Dmitri Trenin, director of the Carnegie Moscow Center, has described how these worries have endured in U.S. policy:

The Kremlin genuinely fears US-designed, US-sponsored and US-directed “color revolutions.” The Russian security community fears Western spying and its penetration of Russian officialdom and elites. The General Staff is concerned about the movement of NATO infrastructure toward Russia’s borders, the US ballistic missile defenses, and strategic non-nuclear systems.¹⁶

Trenin goes on to argue that “many of these fears are groundless or overblown.”¹⁷ Nevertheless, they are evident in current Russian strategic thought and day-to-day behavior. The perception of a threat influences behavior, even if the perceived threat is overblown or nonexistent. Whether or not one believes that worry, or even paranoia, is the primary driver behind current Russian actions in the gray zone and its preparations for high-order war, this essential element of Russian culture demands an objective and thoughtful accounting. One need not sympathize with the motives for Russian behavior, but some logical analytic empathy is warranted. Our research suggests that an appreciation of the worry inherent in Russian state culture is essential to understanding and, in turn, deterring, preventing, and countering Russian hostile measures.

Evolution of the State Hostile Measures Apparatus

Russian state security organizations evolved in response to the types of threats listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Hostile measures are primarily the domain of the intelligence services and army, currently called the Russian Ground Forces. Russia’s modern-day FSB and its Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) evolved from the pre-Soviet, tsarist Okhrana secret police force and, later, the Soviet KGB.

Security Services

Our aim is to fight against the enemies of the Soviet Government and of the new order of life.

— Felix Dzerzhinsky, director of the Cheka, 1917¹⁸

Early nonmilitary Soviet security forces were almost entirely directed against internal dissent. Both Dzerzinsky’s Cheka (the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission) and the NKVD (People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs) were created as mechanisms to enforce Bolshevik order.¹⁹ Internal security missions gradually expanded in the post-tsarist period to include a full range of international activities, and, before it was disbanded, the NKVD undertook a range

---

¹⁷ Trenin, 2016, p. 118.
¹⁹ There were several other organizations both during and in the immediate postrevolution period. See Richard F. Staar and Corliss A. Tacosa, “Russia’s Security Services,” Mediterranean Quarterly, Vol. 15, No. 1, Winter 2004.
The Evolution and Limits of Russian Hostile Measures

of external intelligence operations. Security agencies expanded in both scale and scope after World War II. The KGB simultaneously targeted internal dissent and external threats. Worry that drove the internal security mission shaped the agencies’ approach to external manipulation. Existential worry about global threats, in turn, sharpened the internecine application of hostile measures within the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union.

Mirroring other aspects of Russian culture and officialdom, the security services operate within the bizarre strictures of a central, unresolved dichotomy. The massive scope and scale of the Russian state and its interests have always required distributed operations and some level of operational trust in the personnel who conduct tactical intelligence activities. However, institutional worry and centralized state authority have always dictated top-down control. In the security services, this led to an inherently unstable structured-distributed approach. Officers were trained to take initiative in the field and to constantly pursue the advantage through hostile measures, but they could only do so within the fairly tight constraints of highly politicized and often unpredictable centralized management. Field officers tried to intuit the vague and shifting threshold between commendable aggression and politically forbidden overreach. Mercurial and dichotomous control inevitably generated mixed results. Some officers were censured or demoted, and some were jailed or killed. Despite these seemingly counterintuitive and often unpredictable control measures, intelligence field offices were organized to constantly pursue opportunities to apply hostile measures with the goals of undermining adversaries, propping up vassals, and preserving a favorable status quo. This dynamic may have extended to the operations of the post-Soviet FSB and SVR.

Military Forces

Armed forces, throughout the entire history of their existence, have been a most effective instrument of state policy, not only in war but also in peacetime. Today . . . this assertion is all the more true and the proof of it is obvious at every turn.

— Admiral Sergei Georgievich Gorshkov, Soviet Navy, 1979

All arms of the Russian military have been used to apply hostile measures. For example, during and after the Cold War, Russian combat aircraft flew near or across recognized international

---


22 Hughes and Kislenko, 2017. Appendix A includes additional sources.


state boundaries, buzzed NATO ships and planes, and massed for public displays of force intended to signal deterrent or offensive threats. Soviet air forces were used in both covert and overt roles as short-of-war hostile measures against the United States during the Korean War. 25 Russia’s air and naval forces continue to support limited military actions that fall below the threshold for high-order war. 26 In early 2018, Putin used video of a simulated nuclear attack to intimidate prospective Western adversaries. 27 Arguably, the Russian Ground Forces and the branch’s organizational predecessors have traditionally been the primary military enabler and enactor of hostile measures.

Russia’s army has always served multiple purposes. Its primary roles have been to secure the state’s borders and to suppress revolt within Russia and its vassal states, but it has also been a key instrument and an enabler of hostile measures. Throughout the Cold War—a war fought entirely in the gray zone—the Soviets deployed contingents of conventional ground forces around the world with, variously, the intent of buffering allies, offsetting Western influence, or destabilizing states not aligned with the Soviet Union. Soviet Army advisers also deployed to Africa, the Middle East, and Asia, and, in the case of the Vietnam War, they provided direct support to North Vietnamese military units defending against U.S. air strikes. 28 Intelligence officers from the main Soviet intelligence directorate (GRU) and special forces (Spetsnaz) conducted aggressive global clandestine and covert operations against NATO. 29 More recently, in Ukraine and Syria, the armed forces have effectively employed mercenary troops in direct and indirect combat roles. 30 Deniable and expendable mercenary forces are particularly effective for enabling Russian use of hostile measures.


Note that Ola Tunander and others suggest that the submarine penetrations might have been clandestine false-flag operations intended to influence Swedish public opinion against the Soviets (Ola Tunander, “Some Remarks on the US/UK Submarine Deception in Swedish Waters in the 1980s,” Oslo, Norway: International Peace Research Institute Oslo, 2004).

Conventional ground forces are Russia’s most ubiquitous and perhaps most effective hostile-measures tool. Framed within Kennan’s original MSW conceptualization, the physical presence of thousands of ground troops on NATO’s eastern flank is a hostile measure. Russian Ground Forces battalion tactical groups backed by an array of missiles, aircraft, and artillery convey a powerful if only prospective threat. Conventional force training exercises, such as Kavkaz 2008 and Zapad 2017, serve multiple purposes beyond training: They signal a threat; they provide cover for hostile measures, including information and electronic warfare operations, with a real impact on nearby NATO capabilities; and they provide cover for special operations and other intelligence collection activities. It is not lost on Western analysts and leaders that Soviet and, later, Russian interventions in Eastern Europe (e.g., Czechoslovakia in 1968, Chechnya in 1999, Georgia in 2008) were typically preceded by large-scale ground force exercises involving tens or hundreds of thousands of troops. Whether they are sitting in barracks or actively engaged, Russia’s armed forces give political leaders a constant regional and limited global hostile-measures capability.

**Russia’s Strategic Application of Hostile Measures Is Consistent and Foreseeable**

Russian diplomacy has always succeeded when guided by realistic, pragmatic considerations and failed when dominated by imperial ideology and messianic ambitions.

— Igor Ivanov, Russian foreign minister, 2001

Russian strategic aggression has ebbed and flowed over time, changing with the rise, death, or retirement of aggressive leaders like Empress Catherine II and more passive, internally focused leaders in the late and immediate post-Soviet periods. Availability of resources, battlefield successes and failures, and international competition have all affected Russia’s strategic outlook over time. Acknowledging the complex changes to Russian state strategy through history, it is still possible to make some useful generalizations. Russian strategic application of hostile measures can effectively be broken down into three major periods: (1) the pre-Soviet period to the Brezhnev Doctrine in 1968, (2) 1968 through the end of the Soviet Union, and (3) the post-Soviet era.

---


The first period was marked by Russian imperial expansionism and then communist revolutionary expansionism. While the Soviet Union certainly continued its global activities after the late 1960s—most notably in Vietnam, Angola, Sudan, Syria, Egypt, Ethiopia, and Afghanistan—the last two decades of the Soviet Union generated leaders who were increasingly concerned about maintaining existing gains, protecting interests in the near abroad, and preventing counterrevolutionary revanchism. Even aggressive post-Soviet Russian leaders, like the long-serving Vladimir Putin, are not burdened by the internationalist demands of Russia’s communist legacy. Russia’s post-Soviet international strategy for applying hostile measures is unabashedly nonideological, transactional, and mostly focused on two basic and overarching objectives: Reduce threats to the state, and carefully build state influence and power wherever possible. It pursues these objectives within practical resource constraints and with the overarching purpose of preserving a status quo that is deemed favorable to Russia.

These logical but rather generic strategic objectives may appear astrategic to Western observers: They are nonspecific and generally not circumscribed. In fact, this approach does constitute a strategy, albeit one that does not fit within a traditional Western paradigm. It is arguably clearer and more consistent—but not objectively more effective—than Western national strategies in the post-Soviet era. It is also a strategy tailor-made for hostile measures: It is primarily a gray zone approach to foreign policy; it requires a means of destabilization; and it both recommends and benefits from opacity, deception, and deniability. Finally, it is a strategy conceived and constituted of tactics, with a near-term and therefore limited vision. While Russia seeks great-power status, there is nothing great or grand about its strategy.

**Continuity of the Brezhnev Doctrine and Limited Sovereignty**

The socialist states stand for strict respect for the sovereignty of all countries. We emphatically oppose interference in the affairs of any states, violations of its sovereignty. At the same time the establishment and defense of the sovereignty of [socialist states] is of particular significance for us communists.

—Leonid Brezhnev, general secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 1968

---

34 Whether or not this ideological expansionism was truly ideological in nature is up for debate. For example, Alex P. Schmid argues that Stalin was more concerned with controlling other countries than with propagating communist ideology: “Control was the key” (Schmid, 1985, p. 16). There is also more than sufficient evidence of the motivating and channeling value of communist ideology in Soviet military and political strategy. The intensity of the Sino-Soviet struggle to dominate communist discourse is certainly a manifestation of the import of communist ideology, whether or not it was applied cynically to achieve geopolitical control.


While Russia’s current approach to hostile-measures use is generally nonideological and Russian leaders no longer bear the self-imposed responsibility for the global defense of socialism, justifications that underwrite the use of hostile measures are effectively unchanged from at least the late 1960s.\(^{38}\) The quoted 1968 speech by Leonid Brezhnev, an article in *Pravda*, and two speeches by then–Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko were interpreted by some Western observers as a new doctrine, dubbed the Brezhnev Doctrine.\(^{39}\) Soviet Russia would ostensibly seek to preserve the international status quo and respect the boundaries of nonhostile, nonsocialist states, but it reserved the right to intervene in existing socialist states to ensure their adherence to communist doctrine. This signaled a shift from the Khrushchev-era policy that generally allowed Warsaw Pact states to pursue semi-independent paths to socialism. No longer would the Soviet Union feel compelled to request a pro forma invitation to execute a military intervention. Soviet military hostile measures in Czechoslovakia in 1968 marked a clear departure from the relatively more officious start to the intervention in Hungary in 1956. Under the Brezhnev Doctrine, Russia claimed both responsibility and authority to prevent counterrevolutionary behavior and Western encroachment into the Soviet sphere.\(^{40}\)

U.S. Department of State foreign policy analyst Matthew J. Ouimet describes how Soviet responsibility for socialist stability surged and then retreated between 1968 and the late 1980s as strategic failures mounted, resources dwindled, and leadership evolved.\(^{41}\) Under General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet Union had all but abandoned its counterrevolutionary interventionism. But the doctrinal justification for action—the idea that Russia had the authority to intervene to maintain a pro-Russia status quo and prevent Western encroachment—was never effectively retracted. Remove the ideological justification of global socialism, and shrink the geographic space accordingly, and the precepts of the Brezhnev Doctrine look remarkably like Russia’s more recent post-Soviet strategy.\(^{42}\) Russia is a great power that seeks to preserve the international status quo. It generally respects the physical boundaries of states that do not affect Russian security, even as it pursues various political interests in hostile and nonhostile ways around the world.\(^{43}\) But Russian leaders reserve the right to intervene as needed in


\(^{41}\) Ouimet, 2003.

\(^{42}\) This does not discount the often-expansive language used to describe Russian imperialist aims. Our argument for a more consistent focus on the status quo centers on the longitudinal application of Russian strategic thought rather than on sometimes-grandiose policy statements from the tsarist through mid-Soviet periods. For an analysis of the evolution of strategic thought, see Elena Morenkova Perrier, *The Key Principles of Russian Strategic Thinking*, Paris: Institute for Strategic Research of the Ecole Militaire, 2014; CIA, *Soviet Military Theory: Structure and Significance*, Langley, Va.: National Foreign Assessment Center, October 1979.

states that most affect Russian international interests, and particularly in former Soviet states adjacent to its border.\(^{44}\)

**Resource Constraints and Restraints**

There is . . . a spectrum of ‘greatness’ along which Russia can place itself. Although Russia will attempt to situate itself as far along the spectrum as it can afford, at present it is placed quite modestly. Its economic autonomy is tenuous. . . . Its control over its claimed sphere of influence is limited, certainly when compared to Soviet and even Tsarist times.

— Stephen Fortescue, Lowy Institute, 2017\(^{45}\)

Russia is a wedged bear in a great tightness.

— Sherman Garnett, expert on Russian foreign and security policy, 1997\(^{46}\)

The availability of resources certainly affected the viability of the Brezhnev Doctrine, and resource constraints remain relevant today. While some analyses suggest otherwise, Russian strategic aggression has always been resource-constrained.\(^{47}\) Mid–Soviet period policy under General Secretary Joseph Stalin was more expansionist than normal, and Russian strategic behavior was more restrictive than normal as the Soviet Union faded under Gorbachev, as well as in the immediate post-Soviet period under President Boris Yeltsin.\(^{48}\) This speaks directly to the current situation: Although the Russian economy is challenged by sanctions, stagnation, and unpredictable oil prices, it is relatively strong compared with the immediate post-Soviet period.\(^{49}\) This strength has allowed Putin to be more aggressive in developing hostile-measures capabilities and applying them abroad. Prospective future resource constraints would therefore be likely to slow Russian aggression in the gray zone and reduce Russia’s capacity to employ hostile measures during high-order war. Whether or not a Gorbachev-like figure follows Putin, resources will continue to have substantial impact on Russia’s behavior.

---


\(^{45}\) Stephen Fortescue, *Can Russia Afford to Be a Great Power?* Sydney, Australia: Lowy Institute for International Policy, June 2017, p. 2.


\(^{47}\) See the literature review in Chapter One for references to some of these less-judicious analyses.


The Freeing and Limiting Absence of Supernational Ideology

Even though Russia does have an emergent ideology that lays heavy rhetoric on national distinctiveness, cultural-historical differences from the West play second fiddle to pure pragmatism. Moreover, this ideology is vague in the extreme.


Russian neo-nationalism might be viewed as an ideological tool for international influence. Neo-nationalism is a powerful organizing principle, and it has striking parallels in places like Hungary. But we find that Russian neo-nationalism, specifically, is more useful as an internally focused tool than an international motivator. Its influence on policy pales in comparison to the motivating and constraining power of international communism. Excluding the role and value of Russian neo-nationalism, Putin’s foreign policy is practicably nonideological. Nonideological strategy arguably gives Russia considerable advantage in the gray zone and is a better fit for the Russian state and for strategic culture than communist internationalism. Igor Ivanov’s commentary on the relative success and failure of Russian grand strategy over time—that it is most successful when it is realistic and pragmatic and least successful when it is driven by ideology—appears to hold true. The preferred “center rest” position for Russian strategic thought lies in pragmatic defense of the status quo; this was evident in Ivanov’s own 2003 military doctrine and reform plan. It follows that, if there is indeed a fairly consistent Russian grand strategy, it confers consistency to Russian strategic application of hostile measures. Russia’s ability to engage successfully with competing ethno-sectarian groups and political entities in the Middle East—for example, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Lebanese Hezbollah, and Iran simultaneously—is emblematic of this essential pragmatism.

However, a nonideological international strategy is also unlikely to generate favorable and consistent long-term change or to provide Russia with a significant global advantage. Even if an internationalist political ideology were ultimately ill fitting for Russia, Soviet leaders from 1917 to 1991 made tremendous strategic progress toward advancing global communism. In less than a century of existence, the Soviet Union led an international movement that spread through parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, and, if one counts the communist political movements in the United States, Mexico, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, every populated continent on Earth. Communism gave voice to revolutionaries as colonialism disintegrated, in turn providing significant political, social, economic, and military leverage to the Soviet state. Communist ideology was a powerful geopolitical tool for Soviet leaders. Arguably,


51 See March, 2012, and Lo, 2002, for citations reflecting a range of alternative arguments and interpretations.


54 See Trenin, 2018.
it constituted the core of Soviet power, even as it overheated the state and contributed to its eventual collapse.

Today’s Russian state cannot hope to recapture the great power status of the Soviet Union without a corresponding supernational organizing principle. But ideology presents a Catch-22: It creates opportunities for greatness while demanding the kind of impractical policies that fed Soviet ruin. Ivanov’s preferred nonideological course limits what can be achieved. Few reasonable alternatives exist. It is unlikely that Russia will be able to translate pro-Russia nationalism into a comparable global movement, and Russian leaders do not presently seek to revive communism. Therefore, the success of Russia’s nonideological strategy amounts to little more than ephemeral, transactional, and mostly tactical incrementalism.

A Brief Note on the So-Called Gerasimov Doctrine

The open use of forces—often under the guise of peacekeeping and crisis regulation—is resorted to only at a certain stage, primarily for the achievement of final success in the conflict.

— Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov, 2013

Gerasimov’s article is not proposing a new Russian way of warfare or a hybrid war, as has been stated in the West.


Some analysts have interpreted Gerasimov’s 2013 article as describing a new way of Russian warfare. However, Charles Bartles and many others have argued that it merely presented Gerasimov’s perceptions of the changing character of warfare—that it reflected Russia’s interpretation of evolving Western approaches to warfare, not new Russian practice. This kind of explanatory, interpretive analysis is common in official Soviet and Russian military publications. Russian military writers have long sought to describe patterns in Western military practice to frame an argument for internal institutional change or to defend a status quo position. This approach is part and parcel of the Soviet and now Russian military scientific method. Gerasimov’s style suggests the latent effects of a Soviet-era writing style shaped by the interwoven and sometimes metronomic dynamism of the Marxist-Leninist dialectic, or the Russian military’s interpretation of it. A translation of the 1962 Soviet military doctrine provides

---

55 See, for example, Masha Lipman, “Why Putin Won’t Be Marking the Hundredth Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution,” The New Yorker, November 3, 2017.
56 Valery Gerasimov, “Ценность Науки В Предвидении” [“The Value of Science in Prediction”], Военно-промышленный курьер [Military-Industrial Kurier], February 27, 2013.
57 Bartles, 2016, p. 37.
58 McKew and Maniatis, 2014; Peter Pomerantsev, 2015; McKew, 2017. For alternative positions, see Freier, 2016; Renz and Smith, 2016; Giles, 2016; and, according to our interpretation of his work, Dmitry (Dima) Adamsky, Cross-Domain Coercion: The Current Russian Art of Strategy, Proliferation Papers No. 54, Paris: Institut Français des Relations Internationales, November 2015.
59 In very basic terms, Marxist-Leninist dialectical materialism holds that theories of practice must be periodically challenged, evolution and change are constant, all things are inherently connected and balanced, and phenomena are often best examined by comparison of polar dichotomous positions. Russian military writers used the scientific aspects of dialectic
an excellent comparative example. Over more than 400 pages of text, then-Marshall Vasily Sokolovsky switches between descriptions of Western military theory and practice and the recommended Soviet response. In many places, it is difficult to distinguish between the two, just as it was in Gerasimov’s article.

As we argued in 2016, and as Bartles and many others have argued since 2013, there is no new Russian way of warfare, and there is no new Russian concept for applying hostile measures. Instead, Western analysts are merely more aware of long-standing Russian practice. That practice has accelerated under Putin’s leadership, backed by a sufficiently strong Russian economy. The only consistency in the present equation is long-standing Russian practice.

### Application of Hostile Measures Is Often Masked, Clandestine, or Covert

[There is a] distinctly Soviet outlook on life and methodology of dealing with the world which has, over time, exhibited tendencies towards hypervigilance, multiple-tier awareness, risk aversion, ambiguity and deviousness in relationships and behavior, and a deep-felt need for control, often of a reflexive nature.

— Diane Chotikul, researcher, Naval Postgraduate School, 1986

Chotikul’s 1986 observations are still useful as they apply to the Soviet state and modern Russia. Tactics to further Russian strategy were and are often purposefully masked, intentionally misleading, and clandestine or covert and therefore sometimes difficult to identify as they unfold. Active measures are almost always clandestine or covert and rarely executed without a mask of misattribution. Russia typically applies hostile measures and, routinely, its active measures with the intent of deniability. Planning typically includes long-standardized considerations for *maskirovka* (camouflage and deception), *dezinformatsiya* (disinformation), and *refleksivnoe upravlenie* (reflexive control).

---


60 In all likelihood, Sokolovsky’s staff wrote the majority of the document.
61 Connable et al., 2016.
63 In general terms, clandestine operations are intended to be hidden while covert operations are both hidden and deniable. Covert operations are generally riskier and rarer than clandestine operations.
Maskirovka: An Institutionalized Practice of Deception, Within Limits

The concept of *maskirovka* as defined by the Soviets encompasses a diverse spectrum of stratagems employed to warp the enemy’s view of Soviet positions, designs and missions, and to alter the perceptions of their own side and their clients as well.

— Roger Beaumont, defense analyst, 1982

*Maskirovka* is both a general tactical approach and a practical measure: Russian political, intelligence, and military leaders who guide the use of hostile measures consider camouflage and deception central to operational planning and apply specific techniques, such as misattribution, intensive secrecy, and proxies, to this end. All these approaches fit within a state paradigm for applying hostile measures that is more than a century old. Roger Beaumont recounted the history and the Soviet military scientific approach behind *maskirovka*, explaining its applications at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war. But *maskirovka* existed in Soviet practice beyond the armed forces, and that continues to be the case in Russian practice today. It is a general, deeply institutionalized approach to government activity that emerged from the tight confines of the Soviet autocracy. In other words, it is an inherently opaque approach to government behavior and international activity that matches what some believe to be a long-standing and even broader institutional preference for opacity in all things. This generalized secrecy feeds into what theorist and historian Isaiah Berlin described as the limited ability of Western observers to understand Russian thinking and behavior:

Western liberals are apt to find the attitudes and behavior of former Communists opaque in a way that can distort their responses in potentially dangerous ways.

Practices of concealment and deception are institutionalized in state practice, but it is possible to read too much into official texts. No military or intelligence organization ever fully realizes its doctrinal aspirations. Russian officials could not possibly apply *maskirovka* everywhere, all the time, without exception or failure. For the purposes of understanding, deterring, preventing, and countering Russian hostile measures, it is sufficient to accept that hostile measures are routinely camouflaged while remaining skeptical of the more dramatic claims of Russian competence. It is also worth keeping in mind Beaumont’s observation about the value of Russian deception activities:


68 Berlin, 2016, p. 175. Note that, in the same sentence, Berlin goes on to suggest that this is a bidirectional problem.
There is much to be gained by appearing to be crafty and deceptive. Even if one is aware of such a predisposition, a posture of craftiness enhances the anxiety of an opponent. 69

In some readings, \textit{maskirovka} is an overarching approach that includes what are termed \textit{lesser tactics}, including disinformation and reflexive control. It might be more useful to simply think of these deception and influence measures as complementary.

\textbf{Dezinformatsiya and Refleksivnoe Upravlenie}

We prefer to ignore the lessons of history, which have shown repeatedly the vital strategic and tactical function of propaganda at decisive periods in the progress of civilization. This was realized by the Communist movement from Lenin’s earliest days.

---

\textit{Dezinformatsiya}, or disinformation, is the practice of misinforming or misleading adversaries (and others) with false information, typically to slow, degrade, or stop effective responses to an associated Russian activity, such as sabotage, cyberattack, or limited military incursion. Disinformation is primarily an accompanying measure rather than a stand-alone tactic. 71 For example, in its efforts to manipulate the 2016 U.S. elections, Russia used a combination of disinformation, computer hacking, and technical cyberattacks on U.S. voting networks and machines. 72 In our case studies, disinformation is one of Russia’s go-to hostile measures, but not necessarily its most potent. 73

\textit{Refleksivnoe upravlenie}, reflexive control, is a Soviet-era tactical theory that seeks to alter how adversaries perceive events and shape their subsequent responses and behaviors. 74 Reflexive control is typically accomplished through \textit{dezinformatsiya} and guarded by \textit{maskirovka}, but it can also be achieved with overt high-tempo military actions designed to shock the enemy military command system. 75 Although reflexive control draws on long-standing Russian theory and has been woven into Russian military and policy practice, its potency and effects should not be overstated. As political scientist Maria Snegovaya and others have argued, by simply increasing awareness of the Russian deception threat, NATO can reduce the vulnerabilities that John Clews lamented in \textit{Communist Propaganda Techniques}. 76 Awareness of the Russian threat and Russian intentions will help NATO remove one of the central preconditions necessary for successful reflexive-control operations: preexisting vulnerabilities to manipulation.

---

71 Kux, 2005.
73 For greater detail, we recommend our colleagues’ work on Russian disinformation: Christopher Paul and Miriam Matthews, \textit{The Russian “Firehose of Falsehood” Propaganda Model: Why It Might Work and Options to Counter It}, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, PE-198-OSD, 2016.
76 Snegovaya, 2015, p. 21; Clews, 1964, p. 12.
But NATO leaders must also keep in mind Russia expert Timothy Thomas’s observation that the “chief task of reflexive control is to locate the weak link of the filter, and exploit it.”77 Russian leaders are adept at identifying weak links. Again, a moderated appreciation for Russian expertise is warranted.

**Weaknesses Will Be Ruthlessly Exploited and Strength Will Generally Be Avoided**

Push with the bayonet. . . . If you meet steel, stop; if you meet flesh, proceed.

— Attributed to Lenin78

This oft-cited but perhaps misattributed statement by Vladimir Lenin best describes Russia’s approach to hostile measures: Russian leaders have used and continue to use hostile measures most aggressively and effectively against weak states, where NATO is least unified and present, and where the alliance’s capabilities to counter hostile measures are lowest. They are particularly active in southeastern Europe, where NATO presence has historically been thin.79 Russia is less effective against stronger, more unified, and more resilient targets in Western Europe. This speaks directly to one of the conclusions of this research: Russia can be deterred from using hostile measures and its efforts can be prevented or countered with appropriate action.

**Opportunism in Practice: Aktivnost, Sluchainost, and Tvorchestvo**

Deceive the enemy. Attack from an unexpected direction at an unexpected time. . . . Use initiative to accomplish the mission. Be prepared to react effectively to deal with numerous contingencies. Think quickly and be decisive and resourceful in accomplishing the mission.

—U.S. Army Field Manual 100-2-1, 1984, excerpt from a list of Soviet operational and tactical principles80

Russian leaders seek to apply three concepts to hostile-measures operations: aktivnost (continuity of effort), sluchainost (fortuitous or unexpected opportunity), and tvorchestvo (creativity).81 All three of these terms had specific meaning in Soviet military doctrine and generally remain applicable today.82 Collectively, they suggest an operational art akin to the one developed by interwar German military staff officers and later adopted as maneuver warfare by the U.S. military. While acknowledging an array of cultural and practical differences between the interwar


78 This paraphrase, generalized from multiple sources, is often attributed as a quote but without sufficiently defensible citation. It may be apocryphal, but it is important as an enduring cultural artifact.

79 See, for example, Todd South, “Top General Says Balkans, Not Baltics the Most Vulnerable to Russian Influence,” *Army Times*, March 8, 2018.


81 These are general descriptions and loose transliterations that might have alternative spellings. See Beaumont, 1982, for more complete definitions and descriptions of these Russian terms.

82 These are conventional military terms that may or may not have been directly applied in writing to Russia’s approach to hostile measures. The point of this section is to present an analytic parallel: The way Russia approaches conventional warfare theory is the same as the way it approaches hostile measures.
German, post-Vietnam U.S., and mid-century Soviet militaries, the most advanced operational concepts generated by these countries are similar: Military forces should pursue loosely directed, high-tempo operations, seeking out the enemy’s *Schwerpunkt*, or center of gravity, using *Fingerspitzengefühl*, or “fingertip feel,” while operating under the distributed command approach of *Auftragstaktik*.83 The intended approach is to create a military attack that flows like water, constantly and semi-independently exploiting gaps in the enemy’s strategy, planning, and capabilities. This approach requires continuity of effort, fortuitous opportunity, unexpected action, and creativity. It can generally be summed up as aggressive opportunism.

*Aktivnost*, *sluchainost*, and *tvorchestvo* are impressive-sounding terms. Their loosely aligned German equivalents were equally impressive to the U.S. maneuver warfare set in the 1980s. Our case studies and the existing literature do show that Russian leaders apply hostile measures opportunistically, actively, sometimes unexpectedly, and with some creativity. These three terms embody the overarching Russian government approach to hostile measures. However, as we noted earlier, doctrinal concepts are not often fully realized in practice. The U.S. military never fully developed or executed the most ambitious aspects of its maneuver warfare operating concept.84 There were few contemporaneous observers who would have described the Soviet Army as a loosely controlled, *tvorchestvo*-embracing, mission-command organization. Indeed, the U.S. Army suspected that Soviet officers viewed initiative as a closely watched process of normative behavioral template selection rather than free thinking. They were allowed to pick from a set menu of officially structured options to fit changing conditions.85 The same unresolved dichotomy that applies to initiative-driven Russian intelligence operations applies to military and government initiative-driven opportunism: Adaptability is simultaneously encouraged and discouraged, often without logical deconfliction.86 There also are limits on current Russian military, intelligence, and political tactical acumen. As with all other aspects of Russian hostile-measures capabilities, NATO observers should take a measured approach to assessing the degree to which Russia has realized, or might realize, its ambitious doctrinal concepts for operational fluidity.


85 See the quote from FM 100-2-1 at the beginning of the previous section.

86 For example, in the U.S. Army’s list of Soviet operational and tactical principles, initiative and quick thinking are encouraged alongside the admonition to maintain constant top-down command and control (Army Field Manual 100-2-1, 1984, p. 2-4).
Summary

Russia has not invented a new way of war. Recent Russian actions are instead a rather intensive, but—due to inevitable changes in available resources—probably impermanent, amplification of long-standing practice. The entirety of the Russian state, from the office of the president to the most remotely stationed consular officers, is culturally inclined and institutionally predisposed to applying hostile measures opportunistically, wherever and whenever doing so might gain an advantage for Russia or help preserve a favorable status quo. Russia applies these measures reactively when faced with a perceived threat or loss of influence. Although its actions are dangerous and must be addressed, there is nothing magical about Russian capabilities. Part of their success has been in convincing Western observers that it is far more capable and competent than the historical record suggests. However, as we note in Chapter Three, the cyber threat may offer one dangerous exception. The next chapter summarizes our historical case studies to help substantiate this point. It focuses on the gray zone and also looks forward to the prospects for Russian use of hostile measures in high-order war.
CHAPTER THREE
Gray Zone Cases and Actions During High-Order War

This chapter presents summaries of our five gray zone case studies and findings as they pertain to Russian hostile-measures options during high-order war. Detailed analyses of the cases can be found in Appendix B, which accompanies this report online.

A Note on How We Rated the Five Cases

In this chapter, we provide subject-matter expert ratings of the relative success or failure of Russian hostile measures in each case. These attributions—success, failure, or an unknown middle ground—represent analytic opinion rather than empirical fact. They are also assessed from a Western perspective rather than from the Russian perspective. We rated several Russian operations as failures. It is possible that Russian leaders or other Western analysts would view these same operations as successful.

The threshold design of our analysis is drawn from the collective literature on conflict assessment.1 We set the following descriptive thresholds for success or failure in these cases:

- **Tactical:** Did Russian hostile measures achieve a desired effect? Did they slow, stop, or punish a perceived hostile action or gain Russia an immediate, tactical advantage in the target area?
- **Strategic:** Did the entirety of Russia’s hostile measures—its collective tactics—clearly generate a favorable, long-term, strategic change? In these cases, was long-term Western influence stopped or rolled back, and did long-term Russian influence increase?

---

While we can trace Russian behavior on a timeline, the literature on conflict assessment clearly shows that we cannot—and should not—seek to quantify the intrinsic value of any single measure or set of measures toward a fixed, quantitative threshold for tactical or strategic progress. This caution is particularly relevant to gray zone cases that lack the clearer outcomes generated by most traditional military operations and even some irregular wars. Ultimately, our assessments are a product of subject-matter expert analysis driven by the empirical research presented in Appendix B and summarized here.

Russia’s Hostile Measures in the Gray Zone

Russia has not engaged in a full-scale high-order war with a near-peer competitor since the Soviet operation against the Japanese Imperial Army and its supporting forces in Manchuria in 1945. All of Russia’s state-on-state hostile actions since World War II—including some rather intense military operations that fell just short of high-order war—have taken place in the gray zone. And they have been many. Table 3.1 lists a small sample of hostile measures that the Soviets applied during the Cold War. Note that these are singular examples from the respective cases; the Soviets applied multiple measures in sequence or in parallel in almost every case.

Existing literature thoroughly documents Soviet gray zone behavior. CIA archival material is particularly useful, and many of the other sources cited here provide ample background on this topic. Our intent is not to replicate existing work or present an exhaustive list of Russian operations. Instead, we sought to tease new and useful information out of existing cases to identify patterns in Russian behavior. If patterns can be identified, NATO analysts and leaders can more effectively forecast—and subsequently deter, prevent, or counter—Russian measures.

Table 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assassination</td>
<td>1959: A Soviet intelligence officer assassinates Ukrainian dissident Stepan Bandera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destabilization</td>
<td>~1981–1983: Cuba trains Central and South American insurgents at the Soviet Union’s behest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinformation</td>
<td>1959–1986: National Voice of Iran broadcasts Soviet propaganda into Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1983–1988: Operation Infektion, in which the Soviets use East Germans to blame the United States for AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1986: The Soviets spread rumors about CIA efforts to sabotage the summit of leaders of Non-Aligned Movement member countries in Harare, Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy war</td>
<td>~1954–1975: The Soviet Union provides direct military and intelligence support to North Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1975–1991: The Soviet Union directs and supports Cuban intervention in Angola, seizes control by proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabotage</td>
<td>1949: The Soviets create panic in Yugoslavia by launching sabotage operations from Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used a modified version of the qualitative research method called process tracing. In its purest form, process tracing seeks to make causal inferences. Because many of the Russian actions in question were clandestine or covert, we could not always clearly attribute responsibility for hostile measures. Short of seeking to establish causal inference, we pursued the common lesser-included objectives of detailed description and process sequencing: We described the cases in detail and in sequence, walking through the observed set of Russian behaviors in each case and then representing them graphically on a timeline. We sought to create detailed descriptions of these cases to inform analysis of current events and to help set a baseline for prospective future studies. We applied this approach to five gray zone cases: Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey. In each, Russia applied or continues to apply hostile measures to destabilize countries or to signal displeasure over behavior viewed as inimical to its interests.

Precedent: A Soviet Process for Using Hostile Measures to Control Eastern European States
There is ample historical precedent for the value of using a process-tracing approach to help understand current Russian hostile-measures operations. Although Russia seeks to apply free-flowing opportunism, its practices have often been structured, linear, and perhaps even path-dependent. Sovietologist Malcolm Mackintosh described a fairly consistent five-step sequential process for controlling Eastern European countries in the immediate post–World War II era. First, the Soviets would back the establishment of a communist front movement. Next, they would force the merger of any fractured communist or socialist parties into a single bloc. Following consolidation, they would begin to isolate and undermine centrist and right-wing parties. With the opposition rendered ineffective, the Soviets would stage preordained elections and then sign treaties with the new regime. Finally, with power fully consolidated, the Soviets would purge the new party bloc of any perceived opposition or dissent.

Overview of Five Case Studies of Russian Use of Gray Zone Hostile Measures
In this section, we summarize each of our five cases, each of which is accompanied by a graphic representation of our process-tracing analysis. Each graphic depicts a timeline progressing from left to right. Historical events relevant to the case are presented along the top of the timeline to help anchor each Russian action in time. Observed Russian hostile measures are recorded along the bottom. Some measures were employed at a single point in time, while others were used over time. Continuing measures extend along the timeline from left to right. Each measure is color-coded to facilitate interpretation.

This chapter is purposefully brief, summarizing the case studies presented in Appendix B and highlighting the visual impact of the process-tracing approach. We cite sources only where we have contributed additional analysis beyond what is included in Appendix B. The map in Figure 3.1 shows our five case-study countries, which are all located in Eastern Europe and either adjacent to or one country removed from Russia’s western border.

3 See Appendix B, which accompanies this report online, for a detailed description of this approach.
Moldova's eastern region of Transnistria declared its independence in September 1990. Moldova's central government ignored the claim and declared its own independence from the Soviet Union a year later. A brief war ensued in 1992 between Moldovan and Transnistrian forces, the latter supported by the Russian 14th Army. Russian military forces remained stationed in Transnistria after Moldovan independence, and a security zone was established along the line of conflict, policed by a tripartite peacekeeping force of Russian, Transnistrian, and Moldovan forces.

Russia's objectives in Moldova have been to maintain Russian influence and prevent the former Soviet republic from building strong alliances with the European Union and NATO. Russia’s military presence in the frozen conflict over Transnistria allows it to threaten Moldova with internal destabilization and, possibly, territorial fragmentation. Moldova is highly dependent on Russia as an export market for its agricultural products, as a major source of foreign investment, as a job market for Moldovan workers, and as a provider of energy—particularly gas, which is needed to operate Moldovan electricity plants.

Russia has operated a continuous, long-running hostile-measures campaign against Moldova. We traced a mix of nine short- and long-term hostile measures applied against Moldova from 1992 through 2016:

1. forward stationing military forces in Transnistria that threaten Moldovan security
2. support for Moldovan communists and coercion of other political parties
3. saturation of Moldovan cable television with pro-Russia programming
4. cultural influence (e.g., engagements, religious affiliations) to influence opinion
5. periodic economic sanctions targeted at Moldovan light-industry products
6. restricting the mobility of the Moldovan labor force, thereby hindering employment
7. leveraging Transnistrian labor and industry to undermine the Moldovan economy
8. manipulating energy supplies, including cuts to vital natural gas in winter
9. applying compatriot policies, including issuing Russian passports to Transnistrians.

Operational intensity and focus have wavered over time, but some measures—including the military presence in neighboring Transnistria—have been in place without change for decades. Figure 3.2 presents a timeline of the Moldova case through 2016, the cutoff date of our research.

**Learning from the Moldova Case Process**

Russia’s hostile-measures campaign in Moldova offers considerable opportunity for pattern tracing. As in other cases, as we will discuss, Russia employed both immediate and long-term hostile measures in Moldova. Immediate measures are targeted and appear intended to achieve specific, near-term tactical effects. Long-term measures appear intended to apply constant pressure against the target and to set a permanent change in the status quo. The two categories of hostile measures overlap to a large extent: Long-standing hostile measures give Russia the ability to “surge” at specific times or provide the terrain for more-aggressive discrete actions. The combinatory pattern of immediate and long-term measures appears to be typical of the Russian approach.

Russia has succeeded in executing hostile-measures tactics against Moldova for nearly three decades. However, this campaign of tactical successes has not generated strategic success. As of early 2019, Moldova was not on an official track toward NATO membership, but cooperation with NATO was improving.\(^5\) Moldova also increased trade with the EU to offset its trade losses with Russia, increased energy imports from the West to offset lost imports from Russia, and increased military cooperation with the West in at least partial reaction to a fear of Russian intervention. In 2014, Moldova and the EU signed a formal agreement aimed at improving both political and economic cooperation. If Russia’s primary objective was to keep Moldova in its sphere of influence and to prevent a westward shift in Moldovan alliances, it has thus far failed. *In fact, the entire long-running Russian hostile-measures operation appears to have backfired.* Constant existential threats, economic punishment, vitriolic diplomacy, and insidious manipulation of the Moldovan population were never matched by sufficient incentives that could have enticed Moldova’s leaders or population in the opposite direction. In many ways, these results should have been foreseen. Russia might find ways to reverse this westward lean, but its efforts can best be described as a slow-burning, low-grade, and a mostly self-induced strategic failure.

Table 3.2 summarizes our evaluation of Russia’s relative success in employing hostile measures against Moldova at the tactical and strategic levels. We rated this operation a tactical success and a strategic failure.

---

\(^5\) NATO, “Relations with the Republic of Moldova,” webpage, last updated October 12, 2018.
Figure 3.2
Moldova Case Timeline

- Transnistria declares independence
- Moldova declares independence
- Transnistrian War
- Pro-Russian communist party comes to power
- Moldova refuses to sign Kozak Plan
- Moldova signs a three-year action plan with the EU
- New customs agreement between Ukraine and Moldova
- Pro-EU coalition comes to power
- Moldova joins the European Energy Community
- Moldova-EU Association Agreement signed
- Parliamentary elections: Pro-Russia socialist party becomes largest party
- Russia bans meat, fruit, and vegetable imports from Moldova
- Russia cuts gas to Moldova
- Russia bans Moldovan wine imports
- Russia expels Moldovan workers
- Russia bans imports of meat and canned fruit and vegetables from Moldova and imposes import duties on other Moldovan goods
- Russia bans Moldovan wine imports (Gagauzia region exempted, March 2014)

Legend:
- Green: Economic
- Yellow: Energy
- Blue: Military
Georgia (2004–2012)

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Georgia has sought greater independence from Russia and Russia has worked to maintain its influence over Georgia and the South Caucasus. The relationship between the two countries has been overtly hostile since the 2003 Rose Revolution brought a pro-Western regime to power in Georgia. Some of the gravest points of disagreement have revolved around the status of the separatist regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia and Georgia’s aspirations to join the EU and NATO. Mikheil Saakashvili, president of Georgia from 2004 to 2013, is a Western-educated politician with an aggressively pro-Western agenda.

A five-day war for control of South Ossetia anchors this case study, but the process tracing addresses events and Russian hostile measures both before and after this event. The five-day war came only a few months after Georgia’s application to the NATO membership action plan at the Bucharest summit in early April 2008. Russia’s actions against Georgia continued well beyond the brief period of direct combat.

Russia had four objectives in this case: (1) keeping Georgia within its sphere of influence and preventing its accession to NATO, (2) maintaining control over South Ossetia and Abkhazia, (3) discouraging European leaders from pursuing energy policies that would have reduced dependence on Russia, and (4) signaling a clear threat to other former Soviet states to keep them within the Russian sphere of influence.6

We traced 12 Russian hostile measures in this case:

1. pressuring the Georgian energy sector with price gouging and alleged sabotage
2. applying trade sanctions and undermining Georgian international trade
3. suspending diplomatic relations
4. severing transportation and postal delivery services
5. expelling Georgian migrant workers from Russia
6. compatriot policies: issuing passports to South Ossetians and Abkhazians
7. directing Russian support to both South Ossetia and Abkhazia
8. shooting down a Georgian surveillance drone
9. deploying Russian military forces to the Georgian border
10. conducting cyberattacks, specifically distributed denial of service attacks
11. launching a concentrated media campaign supporting Russian military actions
12. officially recognizing South Ossetia and Abkhazia.

---

6 Specifically, Russia sought to deter the West from building the Nabucco pipeline, which would have reduced Western dependence on Russian energy. See, for example, Jeffrey White, “Georgia-Russia Conflict Shows EU’s Energy Vulnerability,” Christian Science Monitor, August 15, 2008.
Note that measures 10 and 11 were applied during open military conflict between Russia and Georgia in early August 2008. Russia’s hostile-measures campaign flowed across the period of open combat and increased temporarily to support combat operations.

Figure 3.4 presents the timeline for the Georgia case. Note that several Russian measures were ongoing at the end of the case-study period, and some continued (with varying degrees of intensity) as this report was being prepared in early 2019.

**Learning from the Georgia Case Process**

Russia succeeded in executing its tactical campaign and achieving what might be termed an operational objective of stopping immediate Georgian accession to NATO. By 2013, Saakashvili had been removed from office and replaced (temporarily) by a pro-Russia leader. Russia also established a frozen ethno-territorial conflict in Abkhazia and South Ossetia that has made Georgia less attractive for NATO accession; NATO membership might carry with it a quick spiral to defensive actions in Article 5 of the Washington Treaty. Russia delivered a crushing military defeat to Georgia, eliminating its ambitions to control the breakaway republics, dampening public confidence, and instilling existential fear of Russian military intervention.

While Russia’s tactical measures may have made NATO accession more difficult, its long-term strategy in Georgia appears to be failing. Relatively aggressive and consistent Western support likely helped Saakashvili stay in power for two presidential terms despite constant Russian pressure. Georgia had not joined NATO as of early 2019, but the United States has increased its support to the Georgian government. In 2009, the United States signed a strategic partnership agreement with Georgia, and since the end of the 2008 conflict, it has delivered hundreds of millions of dollars in direct support to develop Georgia’s military and democratic governance. U.S. objectives for Georgia are specifically to “increase its resilience against Russian pressure.” In 2014, NATO approved the Substantial NATO-Georgia Package and reaffirmed Georgia’s eventual accession, stating that the package of initiatives was designed to “help Georgia advance in its preparations towards membership.” In August 2017, Vice President Mike Pence again reaffirmed U.S. support for Georgia:

> We are proud of our friendship and strategic partnership with the nation and the people of Georgia. . . . The United States supports Georgia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity within its internationally recognized borders. . . . Georgia’s future is in the West.

Then–Secretary of Defense James Mattis made similar remarks in late 2017. In March 2018, Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili was invited to the NATO summit and met
### Figure 3.3
Georgia Case Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Hostile Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Rose Revolution; Shevardnadze ousted</td>
<td>Russia sends troops to Abkhazia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Saakashvili begins first term as president</td>
<td>Russia recognizes Abkhazia and South Ossetia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cyberattacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>“Spying row”</td>
<td>Russia conducts military exercises on Georgian border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Georgia accuses Russia of supporting separatist movements</td>
<td>Russia sends troops to Abkhazia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Georgian parliament demands that Russian peacekeepers withdraw from Abkhazia and South Ossetia</td>
<td>Sharp increase in price of imported Russian gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Putin warns U.S. President George W. Bush that supporting Ukraine and Georgia’s bids for NATO membership would cross Russia’s red line</td>
<td>Russia deports Georgians accused of “immigration offenses”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Georgia requests inclusion in Membership Action Plan at NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania</td>
<td>Russia establishes visa restrictions on Georgians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Shootdown of drone over Abkhazia; Georgia blames Russia, which denies involvement</td>
<td>Russia suspends air, rail, road, sea, and postal links with Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>UN investigation concludes that drone was shot down by a Russian fighter jet</td>
<td>Russia recalls its ambassador to Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Russo-Georgian War</td>
<td>Russia bans imports of Georgian mineral water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Margvelashvili elected president of Georgia</td>
<td>Russia bans imports of Georgian wine, wine products, brandy, and champagne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Cyber**
- **Diplomacy**
- **Economic**
- **Energy**
- **Military**
with officials. Continuing Western support for Georgia since 2008 may have deterred Russia from pursuing even more aggressive hostile measures.

Table 3.3 summarizes our analysis of Russia’s relative success in Georgia at the tactical and strategic levels. With our noted reservations, we rated the operation a tactical success. Russia temporarily halted Georgia’s accession into NATO, but it did not stop its westward shift or the increasing economic and military support provided by NATO. The Nabucco pipeline project was canceled, but it is not clear that Russian hostile measures led to that outcome. At best, Russia delayed Georgia’s westward shift, and at worst it may have solidified Georgian pro-Western sentiment. We rate this case a strategic wash.

Table 3.3
Assessment of Russian Performance in the Georgia Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Action</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>Secure provinces, deter Nabucco pipeline</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Prevent Georgia from aligning with the West</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This crisis evolved when the Estonian government chose to relocate a statue commemorating Soviet liberation of Estonia in World War II. Russia sought to prevent the relocation but also took the opportunity to pursue other objectives: (1) sustaining and increasing Russian influence in Estonia, particularly among its Russian and Russian-speaking populations; (2) deterring Estonian civilians from supporting westernization and, more directly, NATO; and (3) partially destabilizing Estonia to ensure its continuing vulnerability to Russian influence. We traced six hostile-measures tactics over the period of our case study:

1. fomenting protests against the Estonian government using proxies
2. pressuring Estonian political leaders through public diplomacy actions condemning Estonian actions
3. applying indirect economic sanctions through Russian companies
4. facilitating a civil siege of the Estonian embassy in Moscow
5. conducting an aggressive anti-Estonia, pro-Russia media campaign
6. reportedly conducting cyberattacks against government and civil infrastructure.

Figure 3.4 presents the timeline for our Estonia case. In this case, the majority of events were clustered in early 2007, although boycotts continued through mid-2008.

---

12 “Jens Stoltenberg Invites President Margvelashvili to NATO 2018 Brussels Summit,” First Channel (Georgia), March 9, 2018. Also see Emily Tamkin, “An Interview with the President of NATO’s Most Persistent Applicant,” Foreign Policy, March 14, 2018.

13 The pipeline project, which was to run from Turkey to Austria, linking with existing pipelines in Western Europe and to the east in Georgia, among other countries, was specifically designed to reduce European dependence on Russian natural gas. The question of Russian involvement is a highly complex issue and appears to be unresolved. See, for example, Morena Skalamera, “Revisiting the Nabucco Debacle: Myths and Realities,” Problems of Post-Communism, Vol. 65, No. 1, 2018, and Pavel K. Baev and Indra Øverland, “The South Stream Versus Nabucco Pipeline Race: Geopolitical and Economic (Ir)rationales and Political Stakes in Mega-Projects,” International Affairs, Vol. 86, No. 5, 2010.
### Figure 3.4
**Estonia Case Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Hostile Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Monument is relocated</td>
<td>Russia officially condemns Estonian decision to relocate Bronze Soldier monument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Putin expresses concern about the relocation</td>
<td>Father Alexius II of Russian Orthodox Church condemns monument's relocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russian delegation arrives in Tallinn</td>
<td>Students in several Russian cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estonian ambassador to Russia departs</td>
<td>Protests and riots in Tallinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victory Day celebrations (commemorating surrender of Nazi Germany)</td>
<td>Russia's minister of foreign affairs calls relocation “disgusting”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>First wave of cyberattacks</td>
<td>Putin's Victory Day address condemns monument's relocation and crackdown on protestors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Second wave of cyberattacks</td>
<td>Two large Russian firms suspend projects with Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third wave of cyberattacks</td>
<td>Russia suspends oil deliveries to Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russian boycotts of various Estonian goods</td>
<td>Protests in several Russian cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>EU-Russia Summit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning from the Estonia Case Process

This was a narrow, targeted, and apparently well-coordinated effort that was, for the most part, contained by both time and geography. As in the Moldova case, Russia successfully executed most of its tactical operations. For the process tracing, maskirovka made it difficult to attribute several of the measures. For example, the diplomatic offensive was overt, but the source of the cyberattacks was carefully hidden. We could draw reasonable conclusions about Russian influence in protests and the siege of the embassy. Process tracing in this case is clearly revealed in Figure 3.4: This was a targeted operation concentrating a series of immediate effects to achieve an immediate objective. Some actions continued after the period of our case study, although not with the same levels of intensity or coordination.

Russia successfully executed its hostile-measures tactics, but the operation failed. Russia did not succeed in its immediate objective of preventing the relocation of the statue. At best, this intense application of hostile measures instilled fear in the Estonian population and leadership: Russian actions served as a firm reminder to Estonia that Russia could interfere in its internal affairs at a moment's notice and with minimal risk. To some extent, Russia succeeded in undermining perceptions of Estonia's stability. However, even this successful intimidation undermined Russian strategic objectives in Europe. Since the Bronze Soldier incident, Estonian leaders have sought increasingly closer cooperation with the EU and NATO. As with Moldova, Russian hostility has pushed Estonia away rather than drawn it closer. Arguably, Russian gray zone aggression in Estonia activated a gradual awakening in NATO, helping to set the stage for current overt opposition to Russian aggression.

Table 3.3 summarizes our analysis of Russia's relative success at the tactical and strategic levels in Estonia. We rated this operation as both a tactical failure and a strategic failure.

Table 3.4
Assessment of Russian Performance in the Estonia Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Action</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>Prevent relocation of the Bronze Soldier</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Prevent Estonia from aligning with the West</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ukraine (2014–2016)

Russian leaders have perceived their influence in Ukraine as pivotal to maintaining control over security policy in former Soviet states. Crimea and its strategically important port city, Sevastopol, provide a buffer against Western encroachment, and the peninsula has long been a domestic security concern for Russian leaders. As the pro-Russia Ukrainian government collapsed in early 2014 and the new government’s interests shifted to the West, Russia saw gray zone operations as an appropriate and effective way to achieve its objectives while avoiding direct confrontation with NATO.

Russia has several likely objectives in Ukraine: (1) to preserve a pro-Russia status quo along its borders and prevent revolutionary behavior; (2) to restore Russia's position as a global power; (3) to prevent NATO and the EU from inching closer to Russia's borders; (4) to create a viable Eurasian Union that includes Ukraine; and (5) to weaken NATO. Hostile measures enabled Moscow to achieve a few of its objectives, primarily by increasing Russia’s
global stature.\textsuperscript{14} However, as of early 2019, it appeared that Russian hostile behavior may have unintentionally accelerated Ukraine’s shift to the West. We traced nine Russian hostile measures applied against Ukraine beginning with the 2014 crisis; some of these continued at least into early 2019:

\begin{enumerate}
\item politically annexing the Crimean Peninsula
\item providing direct and indirect military support to separatists in eastern Ukraine
\item using irregular proxy forces in Crimea and eastern Ukraine
\item conducting snap military exercises and building up forces along the Ukrainian border
\item exploiting compatriots (ethnic Russians or Russian speakers in Ukraine)
\item engaging in media manipulation, pro-Russia public diplomacy, and cyberattacks
\item claiming legal justification for hostile measures
\item increasing energy prices to squeeze the Ukrainian government
\item enacting economic embargoes and suspending free trade.
\end{enumerate}

The elongated and variegated timeline of the Ukraine case in Figure 3.5 stands in contrast to the Estonia case. Russia executed its hostile measures in indistinct phases, mixing clandestine, covert, and overt military and intelligence actions with an array of information, diplomatic, and economic activities.

\textbf{Learning from the Ukraine Case Process}

This was Russian reactive opportunism at its finest. Russian leaders responded aggressively to three major triggers: loss of a historically important ally that served as a status quo-bearing state on Russia’s immediate border, hostile Western encroachment into Russia’s perceived sphere of influence, and the prospect of another successful color revolution that could indirectly destabilize the Russian state. The emerging situation in Ukraine in early 2014 triggered all the major Russian sources of worry. In retrospect, some kind of aggressive, hostile response should have been foreseen.\textsuperscript{15} How Russia and the West perceive the relative success of the operation is another matter. On its face, the Ukraine operation, executed in various fits and starts, could be interpreted as modern strategic \textit{maskirovka}: Although the onset of the operation could have been predicted, its different steps might have been brilliantly orchestrated with off-tempo unpredictability. We instead take a different view, sharing the broader consensus of Russia analysts: The initial operation in Crimea was opportunistic but tightly controlled; the follow-on operation in eastern Ukraine was less well controlled, and the continuing conflict has perhaps moved beyond Russian control.\textsuperscript{16} Indeed, it may have resulted in a strategic setback.

\textsuperscript{14} Timothy Thomas asserts that this operation may have also been viewed as an opportunity to seize Ukraine’s natural resources and ensure the free flow of Russian oil and gas (Timothy Thomas, "Russia’s Military Strategy and Ukraine: Indirect, Asymmetric—and Putin-Led," \textit{Journal of Slavic Military Studies}, Vol. 28, No. 3, 2015).


### Figure 3.5
**Ukraine Case Timeline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ukraine ends plan to sign association agreement and free-trade agreement with the EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Thousands protest Ukrainian President Yanukovych's government in Kiev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Yanukovych flees Kiev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Crimean parliament votes to secede from Ukraine and join Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>More than 95% of Crimean voters favor rejoining Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Protestors in eastern Ukraine seize government buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Ukrainian forces begin operations against pro-Russian forces in eastern Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Malaysian Airlines flight 17 is shot down by a missile over eastern Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Minsk I agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Minsk II agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Direct engagement between separatists and Ukrainian military for first time in months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Fighting escalates in Donetsk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Cyberattacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hostile measures**

- **2013**: Russia conducts major readiness exercises in its Western and Central Military Districts
- **2014**: Buildup of Russian troops on Ukrainian border
- **2014**: Russia extends gas exports to Ukraine
- **2014**: Gazprom announces increased gas prices for Ukraine
- **2015**: Russian and Crimean leaders sign reunification agreement
- **2015**: Spetsnaz forces deploy to Crimea and seize government buildings with support of proxy groups

**Events**

- Cyber
- Economic
- Energy
- Legal
- Military
Did Russia succeed? Tactically, Russia succeeded in annexing Crimea but has thus far failed to help its proxy forces secure eastern Ukraine. Prior to 2014, there was effectively no NATO military presence in Ukraine.\(^{17}\) After the onset of Russia’s hostile-measures operation, NATO and, separately and directly, the United States invested billions of dollars to support the Ukrainian military, government, and economy.\(^{18}\) The United States has also established the Joint Multinational Training Group–Ukraine to help build up to five battalions of Ukrainian soldiers per year.\(^{19}\) Russia may have sought to push NATO away from its borders, but, in early 2018, Ukraine was formally listed on the alliance’s website as an aspiring member.\(^{20}\) On August 24, 2017, Secretary of Defense Mattis stated,

> Have no doubt the United States also stands with Ukraine in all things. We support you in the face of threats to sovereignty and territorial integrity, and to international law and the international order writ large. We do not, and we will not, accept Russia’s seizure of the Crimea.\(^{21}\)

Although Ukraine is not yet a NATO member and has not signed a mutual defense treaty with the United States, this declaration by Secretary Mattis bears remarkable similarity to the cooperative defense language in Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, which states that an attack on one NATO member constitutes an attack on the alliance.\(^{22}\) Russia may have annexed Crimea and created an interminable frozen conflict in eastern Ukraine, but it has, if anything, accelerated Ukrainian westward political movement. Russia’s actions in Ukraine have drawn considerable unwanted attention to its influence activities in Eastern Europe and its economic behavior internationally. The United States, the European Union, and Canada have enacted tough sanctions against Russia in response to its operations in Ukraine. Some analysts argue that the sanctions have had a negligible impact on the Russian economy, while others believe that they have achieved their desired effect.\(^{23}\) According to NATO, they have “been a success in terms of the proximate goal of inflicting damage on the Russian economy.”\(^{24}\)

\(^{17}\) After the fall of the Soviet Union, there was a series of on-again, off-again engagements between Ukraine and NATO, including combined counterpiracy missions, various declarations, and some training of Ukrainian military forces. South Ukraine’s 2008 effort to join NATO, which generated an alliance declaration stating that Ukraine would eventually become a NATO member, ended with Putin issuing a missile threat. See North Atlantic Council, “Bucharest Summit Declaration,” April 3, 2008, and Peter Finn, “Putin Threatens Ukraine on NATO,” Washington Post, February 13, 2008.

\(^{18}\) See, for example, NATO, “NATO’s Support to Ukraine,” fact sheet, July 2016c, and White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “Fact Sheet: U.S. Support for Ukraine,” Washington, D.C., September 18, 2014.

\(^{19}\) 7th Army Training Command, “Joint Multinational Training Group–Ukraine,” webpage, undated.


A strategic assessment must take into account the fact that Russia’s economy has been at least partly undermined and that Ukraine has moved closer to the West and to NATO. As shown in Table 3.5, we assessed this hostile-measures operation as a tactical wash and a strategic failure.

### Table 3.5
**Assessment of Russian Performance in the Ukraine Case**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Action</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>Seize Crimea, control eastern Ukraine</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Prevent Ukraine from aligning with the West</td>
<td>Failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Turkey (2015–2016)

On November 24, 2015, the Turkish Air Force shot down a Russian Su-24 bomber flying in the Turkey-Syria border region. In response, Russia employed a series of hostile measures against Turkey. Russia had four objectives in its hostile-measures operation: (1) punish Turkey and illustrate to other NATO countries the costs of attacking Russian assets; (2) deter Turkey from engaging in any further action against Russia’s military assets or intervening in northern Syria; (3) drive a wedge between Turkey and its NATO allies, particularly by appearing to side with the United States in its support for Kurds in northern Syria; and (4) posture for a domestic audience in Russia.

Russia employed six types of hostile measures from November 2015 to April 2016. This case study focuses exclusively on the hostile measures that we could clearly link to the downing of the Su-24. It does not cover measures taken by Russia and seemingly hostile to Turkey that originated before the November 2015 crisis:

1. launching public diplomacy attacks against Turkey, including accusations of legal violations
2. forward deploying advanced air, ground, and naval military forces
3. supporting anti-Turkey Kurdish militias in northern Syria
4. enacting economic sanctions on food and natural resources
5. exerting pressure on the energy sector, including terminating collaborative projects
6. canceling cultural exchanges and high-level diplomatic meetings.

As shown in the timeline in Figure 3.6, Russia began applying hostile measures in the Turkey case with a public diplomacy campaign, which was followed by military measures in Syria and economic sanctions. Russia’s active support to Kurdish militias in Syria represents its most consequential measure against Turkey. Allowing the militias to consolidate along the Turkish border was a sensitive matter for Turkey, which has a long history of conflict with the Kurds and views them as a destabilizing presence and an almost existential threat.

### Learning from the Turkey Case Process

Russia responded to the Su-24 incident rapidly, aggressively, and with what appeared to be a tightly knit set of coordinated hostile measures. This was a genuine whole-of-government hostile-measures campaign involving several ministries, diplomats, economists, and military

---

25 Examples include Russia’s expansion of its military base in Armenia and a military deal with Armenia prior to the SU-24 event.
Figure 3.6
Turkey Case Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkish Air Force shoots down Russian Su-24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Atlantic Council announces that it stands “in solidarity with Turkey”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey signs liquid natural gas deal with Qatar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq appeals to UN Security Council demanding withdrawal of Turkish troops from northern Iraq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey partially pulls out its forces from Iraq</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey again accuses Russia of violating its airspace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey begins shelling Kurdish militia positions on the Syrian border</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombing in Ankara kills 28 and injures 61; TAK claims credit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car bomb attack in Ankara kills 37; TAK claims credit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey and EU sign agreement on migration crisis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian destroyer Smetlivy fires on a Turkish vessel near Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia complains to UN Security Council that Turkey sent troops to Iraq without the Iraqi government’s consent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia suspends talks on TurkStream pipeline project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian officials claim evidence that Turkey sold oil to ISIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia recalls Russian exchange students in Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia bans imports of Turkish fruit, vegetables, poultry, and salt; Russia bans charter flights to Turkey starting January 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian-Turkish cultural center in Moscow closes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New contracts between Russian and Turkish businesses need Russian government approval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia bans Turkish citizens from working for some Russian companies and ends visa-free travel to Russia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Just Russia political party submits bill to Russian parliament proposing to criminalize denial of the 1915 Armenian genocide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia announces deployment of S-400 surface-to-air missiles to Syria and a Slava-class guided missile cruiser off Syria’s coast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putin calls downing of Russian Su-24 a “stab in the back”; calls Turkey “accomplices of terrorists”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: ISIS = Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. TAK = Teyrêbâzên Azadiya Kurdistan [Kurdistan Freedom Falcons].
units. Tactically, the effort was both well run and successful, and it demonstrated an inter-agency approach to international action that is not often employed by other states. However, the operation also had some adverse effects for Russia. First, it demonstrated Russia's relative international isolation. No other country committed to supporting Russia's various accusations or seconded the sanctions against Turkey. Only Armenia publicly supported Russia's stance. Second, Russia's hostile measures had the temporary effect of pushing Turkey closer toward the West. Third, the economic embargoes negatively affected the Russian economy and were clearly not intended as an indefinite measure.

Turkish response was muted, and the international community, including Turkey's NATO allies, did little to help deflate tensions. While Turkey temporarily shifted its attention westward, by mid-2017, it had achieved rapprochement with Russia. Russian diplomats may have helped ease the situation, or perhaps the accumulated hostile measures had their desired effect. A more likely explanation for this reversal was a change in Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan's perceptions in the aftermath of a 2016 coup attempt in Turkey. By late 2017, Turkey was purchasing Russian military equipment, and economic engagement had resumed.

Did Russia succeed? As in the other cases, it successfully executed its tactics. Turkey was duly punished for its actions. This could be chalked up as a tactical success. Assessing Russia's strategic success is more difficult. Although Russia has long sought to distance Turkey from NATO and has taken other hostile measures against the country, it is not clear whether or how this specific set of tactical hostile measures in response to this single incident contributed to Turkey's ultimate rapprochement with Russia. It is also not clear that this intensive set of actions was anything more than opportunistic and reactive. Therefore, as shown in Table 3.6, we rated this case as a successful tactical operation with unclear strategic objectives and results.

In this case, it was ultimately not the hostile measures that Russia imposed on Turkey but the turnaround in Turkish-Russian relations in the years that followed—particularly Turkey's purchase of Russian air-defense systems over the objections of the United States and other NATO allies—that succeeded in isolating Turkey from the alliance, at least temporarily.

Table 3.6
Assessment of Russian Performance in the Turkey Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Action</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>Punish, deter, divide Turkey, posture internally</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>Unclear whether tactics had a strategic purpose</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating Russia in the Gray Zone: Tactical Success but Strategic Failure

Five cases can deliver only anecdotal results. However, it is possible to draw a generalizable conclusion about Russian hostile measures by incorporating findings from our historical analysis and the other works cited herein. Note that the caveats introduced at the beginning of

---

26 For an analysis of the Turkey-Russia relationship, see Torrey Taussig, “The Serpentine Trajectory of Turkish-Russia Relations,” blog post, Brookings Institution, October 4, 2017.

27 See, for example, David Dolan, “Turkish Missile Deal with Russia Reflects Stormy Relationship with NATO,” Reuters, September 22, 2017.
this chapter apply: Russian leaders may perceive their own relative success or failure differently, and other analysts may have different opinions regarding Russia’s performance. The collective literature suggests that Russia is tactically adept at applying hostile measures. It has repeatedly demonstrated the ability to quickly assemble and execute a complex and aggressive interagency operation to punish or even destabilize other states. Soviet operations against NATO, Warsaw Pact states, and other countries were often well designed, well executed, and tactically successful; the mostly overt operations in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 are standout examples. But despite these tactical successes, the Soviet Union gradually lost control of Eastern Europe and then, for a wide variety of complex political, social, economic, and military reasons, ceased to exist.

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia has also had a number of tactical successes in the gray zone. Russian tactics often mimic long-term strategy: Across Europe, Russia employs hostile-measures tactics for extended periods, sometimes decades. However, extended tactics do not necessarily constitute a thoughtful and effective effort to achieve the general objectives of a Russian grand strategy (maintenance of a favorable status quo, weakening of NATO, enhancement of Russia’s great-power status). Tactical successes have not prevented what appears to be inexorable NATO expansion toward Russia’s western border. The alliance started with 12 members in 1949 and had more than doubled in size to 29 members by 2018. With the notable exception of Spain in 1982, accession progressed generally eastward. Even in Georgia, where Russia was able to temporarily forestall accession, a clear and apparently enduring partnership with NATO has emerged; according to NATO, Georgia is on a clear path to accession.

Russia has had partial success in achieving one part of its grand strategy: It has made some progress toward destabilizing potential adversaries, such as the United States, Estonia, Georgia, and Ukraine. For the time being, Russia is internally stable, although it is unclear how its internal stability relates to its international hostile-measures activities. Russia has generally failed to preserve a pro-Russia status quo in Eastern Europe. In the long run, its limited success at destabilization may be far less important to Russia than its more compelling strategic failures in places like Estonia and Ukraine.

Our five cases may not stand alone as empirical evidence, but they are broadly exemplary of historical trends. This analysis reflects a combination of the case studies, an examination of historical trends, and the other findings presented in this report. It is ultimately a product of subject-matter expert interpretation of the cases. In general—in the historical cases and in these five specific cases—Russia applies hostile measures successfully but typically fails to leverage tactical success for long-term strategic gain.

Table 3.7 aggregates the tactical and strategic results from our cases, showing a 60-percent tactical success rate and a consistent failure to achieve strategic success. We acknowledge that failure to achieve strategic success does not necessarily connote outright failure. Russia accomplished lesser objectives in each case.

---

28 NATO, 2016b.

29 Russian leaders have applied draconian internal security measures that are not directly related to external operations. See, for example, Jason M. Breslow, “What Is the State of Dissent in Vladimir Putin’s Russia?” Frontline, January 13, 2015, and Lilia Shevtsova, “Forward to the Past in Russia,” Journal of Democracy, Vol. 26, No. 2, April 15, 2015.
Table 3.7
Summary of Russian Performance Across the Five Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactical Results</th>
<th>Strategic Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="green" alt="60% success" /></td>
<td><img src="red" alt="No success" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Green indicates success, red indicates failure, and gray indicates an unclear outcome.

Patterns in Russian Hostile-Measures Tactics

We did not seek causality in our pattern tracing, nor can we claim empirical generalizability from our findings. However, we highlight the following patterns across the cases, the historical analysis, and existing literature:

1. Russia consistently reacts with hostile measures when it perceives threats.
2. Both opportunism and reactionism drive Russian behavior.
3. Russian leaders often issue a public warning before employing hostile measures.
4. Short- and long-term measures are applied in mutually supporting combination.
5. Diplomatic, information, military, and economic means are used collectively.
6. Russia emphasizes information, economic, and diplomatic measures, in that order.
7. All arms of the government are used to apply hostile measures, often in concert.

Of these patterns, the third and sixth may be most notable. In each of the five cases we studied, and in our historical analysis, Russian leaders tended to offer ample public warning before executing a hostile-measures operation.30 Sometimes, the warning emerged gradually over time (e.g., in Moldova); other times, the message was tailored to an emerging crisis (e.g., in Georgia). These warnings consistently signaled Russian grand strategic desires to maintain a favorable status quo and preserve order. Although it expertly masks its tactics, the Russian state often intentionally and publicly telegraphs its behavior. Threats are typically acted upon if they are not heeded.

Military activity is often the most visible and aggressive of the measures discussed here, but it does not appear to be the most common option for Russia. While it is not possible to quantify all of Russia’s hostile measures or the relative impact of one measure over another, our process tracing and historical analysis suggests a stronger emphasis on information, economic, and diplomatic measures over military measures. The Georgia case is generally representative. Russia applied aggressive military action over a short period. Its continuing military presence represents a significant threat. However, enumerating the variety of measures applied over the course of the case reveals that military force accounts for only two of 12 measures employed. This suggests the need to reconsider the traditional analytic emphasis on Russian military measures.

Literal prediction of the future is a logical impossibility. We do not claim that we can predict Russian behavior. Because prediction is a pejorative term in the analytic world, we

---

describe Russian hostile-measures behavior as *practically foreseeable*: NATO leaders and analysts should be able to foresee Russian behavior because it has been consistently and overtly templated for such a long time. Foreseeable actions can be deterred, prevented, or countered.

**Assault by All Means Available: Hostile Measures During High-Order War**

We argued in Chapter One that, with few exceptions, Western analysts have unintentionally facilitated the inherently flawed belief in a neat bifurcation of Russian behavior below and above the threshold for high-order war. Despite some prima facie acknowledgments to the contrary, deeper analyses of both the gray zone and high-order war delineate the two. In this construct, Russian actions in the gray zone and during high-order war would be fairly distinct. This is plainly wrong. As Kennan argued in the 1940s, if Russia did execute a high-order conventional or nuclear attack, it would almost certainly do so in concert with a full complement of measures typically associated with the gray zone. It is useful to think about measures as additive rather than sequential. Table 3.8 shows the cumulative accrual of a sample of Russian measures ranging from hostile measures short of high-order war to the full complement of conventional and unconventional weapons. Conceptual phasing moves from left to right: the gray zone; conventional war; and chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) war.

An alternative view emerged during discussions with RAND colleagues. Russian leadership might be too occupied with the challenges of fighting a major war to give traditionally gray zone hostile measures much attention. Our examination of the institutionalization of Russian hostile measures suggests otherwise: Clear, top-down direction is not necessary to keep the Russian hostile-measures machine in play. Russian intelligence organizations, diplomats, and military personnel not engaged in the conventional fight will continue to apply these measures as a matter of course during high-order war. In all likelihood, Russian war plans for Eastern Europe include the use of hostile measures.

Russia’s historical behavior supports the assumption that its leaders will apply the full range of hostile measures available in the gray zone during high-order war. Although Russia has been continuously prepared for high-order war, there is limited contemporary evidence of actual Russian conventional warfare behavior. The Soviets fought several limited wars in the

---

31 Including the lead author of this report; see Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016. Exceptions have appeared mostly in the margins of the many reports we have cited rather than in stand-alone products focused on the conventional aspects of Russian hostile measures. The best exceptions are Soviet-era intelligence analyses that examined hostile measures (or “active measures”) in a warfighting context (for example, Beaumont, 1982).

The phrase *assault by all means available* is drawn from an article by Dan Gouré (“NATO vs. Russia: How to Counter the Hybrid Warfare Challenge,” *National Interest*, July 7, 2016).

32 These were informal discussions regarding the nature of the gray zone, hostile measures, Russia, and conventional and nuclear war conducted with more than ten RAND colleagues between 2015 and 2018. These colleagues were experts on Russia and European security. Not all agreed with this point of view, but we found it to be an interesting input to the analysis.

33 These war plans are classified by the Russian government. This statement reflects our informed analytic opinion, supported by the analysis and citations presented in this section and the previous chapter.

34 We do not categorize counterinsurgencies, civil-war interventions, or advisory missions as high-order war. For example, although the Chechnya conflicts of the 1990s–2000 involved heavy combat, the Chechens did not field advanced aircraft, armor formations, or a naval force against the Russians. We also discount limited Soviet involvement in the Korean War and the Vietnam War as instances of Russian high-order war; Russia did not field a major force or overtly employ com-
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early 20th century, including some heavy conventional conflicts shortly after the 1917 Revolution. The 1939–1940 Winter War with Finland and World War II are the only substantive, relatively modern, well-recorded cases of Russian high-order war since 1917.35 Of these, World War II offers the best test of Russia’s use of hostile measures in such a context.

We discuss that follows includes a section on the KGB and GRU in Afghanistan. Although the Soviets fought the Afghanistan campaign as a counter-guerrilla operation against a nonstate actor, the well-recorded KGB activities during those operations are emblematic of what Russia might seek to accomplish in a near-peer conventional war.

Historical Precedent: Soviet Hostile Measures Against the Wehrmacht in World War II
Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941.36 Invasion planning called for the military defeat of the Red Army and then for the piecemeal stabilization and division of Soviet territory.
into socialist cantonments to be run by the Nazi regime. As the German Wehrmacht pushed forward, it left behind the brutal Einsatzgruppen death squads to pacify captured territory. Occupying governors attempted to implement complex economic programs designed to simultaneously control the population and extract resources for the war. Germany’s plan failed for a wide array of reasons, including the Russian military counteroffensive, geography, weather, supply issues, and questionable political leadership, but certainly also, in part, because Soviet partisan and intelligence activities eroded the German rear area throughout the war.37

The Soviet hostile-measures response to the invasion generally unfolded in three phases. As the Red Army reeled backward in the first two months of the invasion, it responded with aggressive but mostly unplanned, haphazard attacks on the Wehrmacht’s rear. Units bypassed by the German blitzkrieg formed ad hoc partisan teams. Small cells of parachutists were quickly trained and dropped behind German lines to execute sabotage operations, targeting infrastructure and conducting reconnaissance in the rear area. By August 1941, the Soviets had organized the beginnings of what would become a complex and dangerous hostile-measures campaign targeting Germany’s occupying forces and increasingly untenable lines of communication.

Even as the Soviet Union faced potential collapse, it generated a hostile-measures campaign collaboratively and with surprising composure. Organization was swift and comprehensive, directed from the top even though the Soviet state apparatus was organized at each level of control up from the small-unit level. NKVD leaders created units specifically prepared to lay low and then sow destruction as front-line units passed forward. Older Soviet Communist Party members joined clandestine units purposed to disrupt German economic programs, instigate popular uprisings, and assassinate collaborators. Central planners took control of partisan units that were able to connect through German lines while encouraging distributed, ad hoc disruption operations throughout the occupied Soviet Union. Propaganda units formed rapidly and began barraging the occupied territories with leaflets and radio broadcasts.

Over time, the partisan units linked up with the Red Army to conduct collaborative raids, tearing up German supply lines and forcing the Wehrmacht to pull some badly needed combat units back for security duty. In one case, parts of two combat divisions had to be withdrawn to protect against a joint rear-area attack conducted by partisans and Soviet soldiers.38 Partisan units grew to form brigades more than 1,000 forces strong, including distinct sub-units for agitation and propaganda. Figure 3.7 shows the organization of a standard Soviet partisan brigade in late 1943 or early 1944.39

Soviet agents aggressively undermined the German economic program by destroying livestock and crops deep in the western occupied zone. Economic sabotage, coupled with aggressive counterintelligence and propaganda, fed the already unbearable conditions in occupied areas while generating anti-German sentiment: Russia was able to exacerbate popular discontent by worsening living conditions and then blaming it on the Germans.

By the time the Soviets shifted to the counteroffensive, they had generated a massive, multilayered hostile-measures apparatus tailored to complement conventional military opera-

38 Howell, 1956, p. 77.
39 Howell, 1956, p. 139.
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Figure 3.7
Typical Soviet Partisan Brigade

The KGB and GRU in Afghanistan: Active Measures in Counter-Guerrilla Warfare

The Soviet Union used active-measures operations, directed and led by its intelligence apparatus, throughout the war in Afghanistan from 1979 to 1989. Intelligence officers effectively initiated the war with a covert, KGB-led, joint force operation to seize control of the Afghan government. Operation Agat centered on a surprise attack led by Soviet special operations and intelligence troops dressed in Afghan uniforms. Leveraging relationships built by intelligence officers and advisers already in place, the intelligence services helped develop and then leveraged the Afghan state security police to run an array of clandestine and covert operations.

40 Soviet and, later, Russian leaders mimicked this holistic approach to undermining enemy states and populations in every conflict after World War II, including during the Hungarian and Czechoslovakian revolts in 1956 and 1968, in Chechnya in the 1990s and early 2000s, and, as we show in our case studies, in the more recent offensives in Georgia and Ukraine.

Gray Zone Cases and Actions During High-Order War

against the mujahideen. Throughout the war, the KGB and GRU—primarily Spetsnaz—conducted disinformation campaigns, false flag operations, and other activities designed specifically to support conventional Soviet military operations against the mujahideen and keep the Soviet-friendly regime in power.

In addition to conducting an array of unilateral, partnered, and advisory missions on a daily basis throughout the war, the KGB and GRU formed joint task forces and command structures to make best use of the assets of both organizations. Most sources on the war suggest that the KGB used the Spetsnaz as elite reconnaissance-strike units and also contributed special tactics units to the effort, such as the Kaskad and Omega. Both groups worked with Soviet Army units while conducting clandestine and covert operations.

Forecasting Future Russian Application of Hostile Measures During War

The World War II–era Soviet partisan brigades no longer exist, and the KGB has morphed into the FSB, but Russia clearly has the historical knowledge to integrate hostile measures into high-order war. Other capabilities have supplanted the old partisan organization, and the NKVD has evolved through the KGB to its military counterpart, the GRU, leading to the present-day capabilities resident in the FSB, the SVR, and Spetsnaz. Russian cyber capabilities, satellites, and even some of its unmanned aerial systems can penetrate far into NATO territory to disrupt rear-area operations. Russia’s capabilities are different, but it still has the tactical capacity to disrupt allied conventional operations.

Now consider the present debate over a notional Russian conventional invasion of Eastern Europe. Three of NATO’s greatest concerns are the prospects of concentrated Russian gray zone attacks, a Russian conventional attack in Eastern Europe, and a Russian nuclear attack against alliance states. Hostile measures make the conventional and nuclear scenarios even more troubling. Present analyses of the Baltic invasion scenario often do not include the full array of hostile measures. During high-order war NATO must assume the loss of mobile phone networks, disruption to data networks, manipulation of Global Positioning System (GPS) signals, sabotage of both ports and rail networks, assassination of key military figures, and aggressive disinformation campaigns to undermine popular support for alliance defense and counterattack. Full appreciation of the Russian conventional and nuclear threats demands a fuller accounting of hostile measures as full-spectrum options.

Cyber Capabilities: A Dangerous Exception to Russian Tactical Limitations

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russian conventional threat—while still dangerous—has waned considerably. However, internet dependence has opened NATO vulnerabilities at the other end of the conflict spectrum: cyberattack. Russia’s cyber capabilities easily extend its reach into Western Europe and the United States. Its ability to affect elections and shut down or manipulate power grids, financial networks, and other critical infrastructure presents a critical challenge to NATO security. This threat is consistent from the gray zone through high-order war. Russia’s cyber capabilities are dangerous and not well understood, highlighting
the need for sustained, full-spectrum threat analysis. Nonetheless, this exceptional capability fails to give Russia a consistent strategic advantage: Even if they achieve what might be termed strategic effects, cyberattacks cannot make up for Russian strategic shortsightedness. Effective tactics and technological capabilities do not constitute effective strategy.

Summary

Russia presents a dangerous but manageable threat. This threat is primarily tactical, sometimes overstated, and underappreciated in prospective conventional and nuclear conflict. Russian behavior in the gray zone is motivated by worry, and its leaders often signal forthcoming reactions to perceived threats. Thus, its actions and reactions are amenable to forecasting. Pattern tracing reinforces this finding. While each case of Russia’s use of hostile measures is in many ways unique, the patterns of behavior seem to be generalizable. If these uses can be patterned and forecasted, they can be deterred, prevented, and countered in the gray zone. As we argue in the following chapter, actions that NATO takes against Russian hostile behavior in the gray zone will also be effective in addressing that behavior during high-order war.

The very idea of Russian aggression against a NATO country is absurd and not worth discussing even hypothetically. All such scenarios belong to the category of propaganda or delusions. . . . The concept of “hybrid war” also belongs to the category of propaganda.

— Aleksandr Khramchikhin, Institute for Political and Military Analysis, Moscow, 2018

The longer the West waits to make it clear that it will resist Russia, the harder this resistance will be and the lower its chances of success.

— Keir Giles, Chatham House, 2016

All U.S. ground forces can tangibly contribute to contesting gray zone competition with forward-deployed forces and surge expeditionary capability.

— Nathan P. Freier et al., Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, 2016

This brief chapter presents our recommendations, all of which are grounded in the preceding analysis and key findings. We recommend a measured approach that simultaneously presents a strong, cohesive front and mitigates Russian predilection to lash out in response to what are often inflated perceptions of an existential threat. This calls for a carefully postured forward stationing of NATO military forces in Eastern Europe. We argue that a forward military presence, augmented by specific technical and tactical capabilities, will help deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile-measures behavior during both gray zone competition and high-order war. The alliance has already taken some steps toward improving its capacity and posture vis-à-vis the Russian hostile-measures threat, but it can and should improve its posture.

First, we briefly examine the ongoing debate over deterrence and defense in Eastern Europe, highlighting two sets of countervailing arguments that address the potential effects of forward deployment: (1) the possibility of achieving conventional deterrence and (2) the likelihood that a forward defensive military posture will trigger Russian aggression. Next, we present a rationale for a measured forward presence with a focus on gray zone deterrence, preven-
tion, and countering. Finally, we address the half-century-long debate over NATO expansion and its impact on Russian hostile-measures activity.

**Ongoing Debate Over Deterrence and Forward-Positioned Forces**

There is a rich, ongoing debate over forward deployment, or forward stationing, of military forces to deter and defend against a conventional Russian ground attack in Eastern Europe. It is not our goal here to resolve the debate over whether such a move would effectively deter a conventional Russian attack. Instead, the conventional debate frames our argument for deterrence as it pertains to hostile measures. Some analysts argue for purposeful ambiguity: If the prospective foe does not know about and cannot reasonably calculate a violent response to its behavior—conventional attack or, ostensibly, hostile measures—then it is faced with dangerous uncertainty that may deter that behavior. RAND’s George C. Reinhardt made a similar argument in 1958, writing about the “true mission” of deterrence in the Cold War context: “The potential foe must be kept militarily uncertain of the outcome of any aggressive move he may want to start.” NATO’s physical deployment of military forces seems to be certain and unambiguous, particularly in the age of instant and near-total information transparency. This implies a trade-off: It reduces the risk of miscalculation while increasing Russian confidence in its own cost-benefit calculations in the seam between the gray zone and high-order war.

We argue for a third option. It is possible to both demonstrate strength and retain a measure of useful ambiguity regarding the threshold for violent response. Even with a determined forward ground force and the strength of Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, the threshold for high-order war in Europe remains tacit rather than explicit. In 2016, we argued that U.S. strategic ambiguity was so prolific that it allowed Russia to exploit

---

4 *Forward deployment* refers to the temporary positioning of military units that are permanently stationed elsewhere. *Forward stationing* implies that the units take up permanent residence at advance bases, perhaps along with troops’ families. Other options include forward positioning supplies or command teams that could be expanded. For insight and debate on this topic, see Shlapak and Johnson, 2016; Timothy M. Bonds, Michael Johnson, and Paul S. Steinberg, *Limiting Regret: Building the Army We Will Need*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-1320-RC, 2015; David A. Shlapak, RAND Corporation, *Deterring Russian Aggression in the Baltic States: What It Takes to Win*, testimony before the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee on Tactical Air and Land Forces, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CT-467, 2017; Michael Kofman, “Fixing Deterrence in the East or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love NATO’s Crushing Defeat by Russia,” *War on the Rocks*, May 12, 2016; and Michael Rühle, “Deterrence: What It Can (and Cannot) Do,” NATO Review, 2015. We cite additional work in the following sections.


6 See, for example, Kofman, 2016; Elbridge Colby and Jonathan Solomon, “Facing Russia: Conventional Defence and Deterrence in Europe,” *Survival*, Vol. 57, No. 6, 2015, p. 32. Of course, ambiguity might also cause panic that could trigger an attack. We examine this literature in some detail in Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016. Also see Austin Long, *Deterrence from Cold War to Long War: Lessons from Six Decades of RAND Research*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-636-OSD/AF, 2008.

7 George C. Reinhardt, *Deterrence Is Not Enough*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, P-983, June 1958, p. 15.
thresholds for high-order war. Some middle ground is preferable and can be reasonably acquired. The NATO alliance can present a stronger front while retaining the kind of useful ambiguity that some experts recommend.

This approach is ideally suited to addressing hostile measures. Reinhardt concluded his case for ambiguity by arguing that uncertainties in deterrence “must extend equally to peripheral (limited) war, nuclear blackmail, internal subversion and sabotage, or economic psychological cold war.” Forward positioning is necessary, it should seek to deter all types of hostilities, and it can be both reasonable in scale and helpfully ambiguous.

**The Risks of Forward Presence**

An interwoven debate addresses the degree to which forward deployment might trigger a Russian conventional ground attack that might escalate to nuclear conflict. Some analysts, including those representing the Russian government, have dismissed the idea out of hand. For example, Aleksandr Khramchikhin of the Institute for Political and Military Analysis in Moscow argued in early 2018 that NATO is so physically and morally weak that it could not hope to present a realistic threat to Russia. Khramchikhin asserted that the alliance has “lost its will to fight,” adding, “All of the talk in Russia about the threat of a NATO attack is nothing more than a propaganda ploy.” But Russia’s deputy foreign minister, Alexey Meshkov, stated publicly that forward deployment of alliance forces was a threat to Russia and that deployments “greatly increase the danger of possible incidents.” Others have provided middle-ground analyses on this topic.

Our analysis shows that Russian worries should not be blithely ignored, but Western concerns about Russian overreaction appear to be inflated. It is a logical fallacy to assume that historical cases predict future behavior, but there is no clear, empirical evidence that forward deploying or forward stationing troops always, generally, or even in a significant number of past cases precipitates high-order war. The current deployment of a few thousand NATO troops in Eastern Europe should not evoke *The Guns of August.* NATO’s forward military presence along the western edge of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact throughout the Cold

---

8 Connable, Campbell, and Madden, 2016.


10 Reinhardt, 1958, p. 15.


12 Quoted in Andrew V. Pestano, “U.S. Army Tanks Reach Latvia; Russia Calls NATO Moves a Threat,” UPI, February 8, 2017.


14 This refers to Barbara W. Tuchman’s description of the mobilization path that significantly contributed to the onset of World War I. See Barbara W. Tuchman, *The Guns of August,* New York: Macmillan, 1962.
War did not cause the Soviets to invade, nor did this presence trigger a nuclear war.\textsuperscript{15} Recent empirical analysis by RAND shows that, on average, U.S. troop presence is associated with a lower likelihood of interstate war.\textsuperscript{16} Another RAND report specifically addresses the possibility that Russia might overreact to a forward NATO presence in Europe. This research found that, under present conditions, a thoughtful, carefully managed, and moderate forward presence in Eastern Europe is unlikely to provoke a Russian invasion and could help enhance already-strong NATO deterrence.\textsuperscript{17} We favor the middle-ground approach to deterrence, building from our argument that Russian hostile-measures behavior is motivated primarily by worry while simultaneously being encouraged by perceived weakness. Flipping this paradigm requires presenting genuine strength without triggering overreaction.

\textbf{Using Military Forces to Deter, Prevent, and Counter Hostile Measures}

The 2018 U.S. National Defense Strategy clearly spelled out the requirement to forward position U.S. military forces as part of the newly developed U.S. Global Operating Model. The primary purpose of this forward positioning would be to engage in great-power competition with China and Russia. The model includes a \textit{contact layer} of forward-positioned military forces designed specifically to “help us compete more effectively below the level of armed conflict”:

\begin{quote}
The Global Operating Model describes how the Joint Force will be postured and employed. . . . It comprises four layers: contact, blunt, surge, and homeland. These are, respectively, designed to help us compete more effectively below the level of armed conflict; delay, degrade, or deny adversary aggression; surge war-winning forces and manage conflict escalation; and defend the U.S. homeland.\textsuperscript{18}
\end{quote}

As of early 2019, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) had not issued any public statements elaborating on the concepts behind the various layers of deterrence and defense—contact, blunt, surge, and homeland. But a range of existing DoD documentation suggests the value of using military forces to deter, prevent, and counter hostile measures. For example, the 2006 \textit{Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept} calls for a constant forward presence of joint, multipurpose military forces to deter adversary aggression by denying benefits, imposing costs, and encouraging restraint. It argues that forward-deployed and -stationed forces enhance situational awareness of adversary behavior, particularly through the deployment of organic intelligence-collection assets to augment national-level capabilities.\textsuperscript{19} The joint operat-

\textsuperscript{15} Some analysts cited herein argue that Russia’s actions in places like Georgia and Ukraine signal a response to NATO’s forward presence and eastward expansion.


\textsuperscript{17} Frederick et al., 2017, pp. ix–xiv.

\textsuperscript{18} U.S. Department of Defense, 2018, p. 7.

\textsuperscript{19} U.S. Department of Defense, \textit{Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept}, version 2.0, Washington, D.C., December 2006, p. 34. A joint operating concept is a combatant command document that describes how a joint commander intends
ing concept specifically argues that maintaining a forward presence in “instances short of war” is essential for encouraging adversary restraint and for shoring up allies.\textsuperscript{20}

U.S. military, NATO, and other analyses have already explored how conventional forces and SOF can and should be used to establish and actualize the joint force contact layer to gain advantage in the gray zone. A 2015 NATO research paper suggests using an array of military force enablers, such as military police, intelligence, psychological operations units, cyber defense teams, and civil-military units, to address short-of-war threats.\textsuperscript{21} This kind of forward enabling activity would support NATO’s intended response to hybrid threats: to prepare, deter, and defend.\textsuperscript{22} In 2016, the U.S. Army’s Strategic Studies Institute recommended the use of conventional joint forces—specifically, Army forces—for proactive interstate competition in the gray zone.\textsuperscript{23} In 2016, a professor at the United States Military Academy argued that forward-positioned military forces present a deterrent to hybrid or gray zone threats, such as Russian hostile measures:

[I]t is prudent for the US Army to position forces in countries susceptible to gray-zone incursions by adversaries. The presence of even a small US force in an at-risk country amplifies the risk for a potential aggressor that gray zone actions might result in an engagement of the US forces.\textsuperscript{24}

A 2018 RAND report presented an argument for improving U.S. and allied performance in the gray zone, recommending “proactive use of detection and preventive measures to deter would-be aggressors, even if this protective umbrella carries some risk of overstretch.”\textsuperscript{25} It goes on to encourage improved interagency support, diplomacy, international partnerships, and information capabilities to counter hostile measures in the gray zone.

That report also emphasizes near-term dependence on a mix of conventional forces and SOF to deter and counter hostile measures. The authors argue for the virtues of SOF in this environment because they provide a wide range of capabilities, including integrated intelligence, advising,

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Here, it is important to distinguish between forward-deployed and forward-stationed forces. The former generally refers to rotational deployment of units and individual personnel to the forward area. The latter is typically a longer-term arrangement in which personnel (perhaps accompanied by their families) work and reside at a location in or near the forward area. For more on this topic, see John R. Deni, Rotational Deployments vs. Forward Stationing: How Can the Army Achieve Assurance and Deterrence Efficiently and Effectively? Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, August 2017.
\item Freier et al., 2016.
\item John Chambers, “Five Steps the US Army Should Take to Counter Hybrid Threats in the Gray Zone,” Modern War Institute at West Point, October 20, 2016. Also see John Chambers, “Owning the Gray Zone,” Army Times, November 6, 2016.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
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civil affairs, information support operations, and unconventional warfare. We concur with this 
assessment and agree that SOF can and should be forward positioned and proactive. Our central 
recommendation, however, centers on the benefits of a forward conventional presence.

Note that we are arguing for improved use of conventional forces during gray zone 
competition, not the alteration of conventional forces into gray zone assets. Conventional 
actions designed to support SOF or directly address Russian hostile measures should be 
additional actions or secondary benefits of existing actions, such as combined-arms combat 
training, not actions that replace combat training or other preparations for conventional 
deterrence and defense. This is part and parcel of the great-power adversarial competition 

Building a Conventional Force Baseplate Against Russian Hostile Measures

Our recommendation for continuing and enhancing NATO conventional force presence in 
Eastern Europe is informed by current U.S. policy and NATO concepts. It is derived from 
our research, existing research on deterrence and gray zone activity, and conclusions from 
our 2016 symposium on Russian hostile measures. All 18 European and Russian experts who 
participated in the symposium recommended some form of conventional forward presence to 
deter and prevent Russian hostile measures in the gray zone. Participants who were asked 
to focus on deterrence and prevention also argued that NATO relied too heavily on soft power 
to counter Russian hostile measures and that firmer commitment was required.

Our recommendations are also informed by past practice. Conventional military forces 
and military enablers, such as human intelligence experts, special operations units, and coun-
terintelligence experts, were central to deterring, preventing, and countering Soviet hostile 
measures during the Cold War. Forward conventional military bases served as baseplates for 
a range of capabilities that NATO used effectively against Russian information operations and 
covert intelligence activities. For example, the U.S. Army Counterintelligence Corps operated 
directly against Soviet active-measures operations during the Cold War. Military counterin-
telligence specialists, signals intelligence specialists, and others embedded with conventional

---

26 This includes all U.S. and NATO documents cited herein, as well as U.S. joint and Army doctrine describing the 
intended uses of various military forces and specialist capabilities, including ground combat forces, aviation, intelligence, 
military police, information operations, psychological operations, civil affairs, special operations, and human intelligence. 
Manuals for these types of forces and capabilities, along with their associated tasks, can be found on the NATO and DoD 
websites.

27 We held the symposium on February 2, 2016, in Cambridge, UK, with the support of RAND Europe colleagues and our 
sponsor at the U.S. Army G-3/5/7 and with extensive participation from NATO military officers and civilians. It is worth 
noting that the symposium opened with the keynote speaker stating, “We are currently at war with Russia.”

28 There are alternative perspectives on commitment. For example, according to our reading of their work, Freier et al. 
(2016, p. 79) argue for tailored response measures and the enhancement of partner and allied capabilities, rather than a 
general forward posture of U.S. military forces.

29 For example, DoD was active at all levels in countering Russian propaganda. See Fletcher Schoen and Christopher J. 
Lamb, Deception, Disinformation, and Strategic Communications: How One Interagency Group Made a Difference, Strategic 

30 This activity probably continued after the publicly released, recorded histories published by the U.S. Army. See, for 
example, Ralph W. Brown III, “Making the Third Man Look Pale: American-Soviet Conflict in Vienna During the Early 
Department of the Army, 2005.
forces across Europe for decades provide a range of force protection capabilities against Soviet hostile measures and serve as a deterrent to Soviet short-of-war activity. Military presence shores up the political will of allies, making them at least somewhat less vulnerable to Soviet manipulation.31

We argue that successfully deterring, preventing, and (we add) countering all types of Russian hostility—from the gray zone to high-order war—begins with a forward conventional military presence. Forward presence

1. signals NATO commitment and changes Russian cost-benefit calculations
2. improves alliance cohesion and resolve
3. contributes enabling intelligence, information, and civil-military capabilities
4. provides a stable and consistent forward platform to support SOF activities.

Military deployment or forward stationing of forces is a physical manifestation of political commitment and alliance strength. In chastising NATO in the wake of the alliance’s post-2014 deployments, Russia de facto acknowledged that it perceived a significant shift in the balance of forces. While no research can precisely or accurately measure the impact of additional forces on Russian cost-benefit calculations for enacting hostile measures, it is safe to make the general assumption that those calculations have changed to some degree since the alliance committed units eastward. Forward military presence is also a firm, visible commitment to the supported member nation. In alliance parlance, forward presence represents an assurance measure: It assures the supported member of its benefits under the Washington Treaty.32 Multinational military activity of the kind witnessed in the Baltics and northern Poland is also an effective method to improve alliance cohesion short of collaborating in war.

As of early 2019, the United States had committed to supporting a forward military presence in Europe and shoring up all aspects of U.S. and alliance military capabilities. The European Deterrence Initiative and Operation Atlantic Resolve provide the resources and serve as a vehicle to put U.S. military capabilities forward.33 U.S. European Command

31 There is no way to prove the deterrent value of military force against hostile measures, either in a prospective future or in historical cases. Proving a causal link between one human behavior that did occur and another human behavior that did not occur—particularly when those behaviors might occur in the murky and complex worlds of espionage, counterespionage, propaganda, covert military actions, and political influence—is all but impossible. However, the same is true of conventional force deterrence: No research can prove absolutely that the presence of conventional forces was the sole or even the primary deterrent against an overt action that did not occur.

Even though it is not possible to prove the deterrent value of conventional forces, nations still employ them in a deterrent role because it is prudent and because reasonable qualitative assessments of historical behavior suggest that these actions have deterrent value. We argue that the same logic extends to the use of military forces to deter hostile measures. Although we cannot prove the degree to which military presence might deter a specific hostile measure, we argue that the overt presence of alliance military forces changes the cost-benefit calculation for all types of Russian behavior. There is a more linear and practical logic connecting the use of military force to preventing and countering Russian hostile measures. Conventional military forces, SOF, and their enabling capabilities (e.g., intelligence collection, counterintelligence, military police, information operations) are specifically tasked with preventing and countering many of the behaviors that constitute tactical hostile measures.
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and its components have moved aggressively to increase this forward presence, as well as joint and combined training, planning, and enabling activities. The United States contributes directly to multinational force units in Europe. NATO emphasizes the critical need to sustain and improve alliance cohesion, so forward deployment within the multinational brigade structure is a direct, positive contribution to NATO cohesion. Commitment is manifested in the alliance’s enhanced forward presence of approximately 4,500 troops divided across several multinational battlegroups. Figure 4.1 depicts this enhanced presence as of mid-2019.

Forward presence signals commitment and cohesion, potentially changing Russian perceptions of NATO resolve and raising the stakes for Russian hostile-measures activity. But our central argument for forward positioning conventional military forces rests on the idea of the “baseplate.” A baseplate is a stable platform upon which capabilities can be added. In this case, the baseplate supports special operations capabilities, which could be supplemented by conventional military technical capabilities that are particularly useful against particular Russian hostile measures.

**Conventional Enablers in the Baseplate**

NATO can forward position any combination of conventional ground, air, and naval forces. Each type of force brings with it a unique set of enabling capabilities that can be leveraged to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures.34 First, we consider examples of the Russian hostile-measures activities that NATO might address with military capabilities, drawn

---

34 We focus on U.S. Army ground combat forces because this research was undertaken for the U.S. Army.
from our historical analysis, gray zone case studies, and analysis of recent Russian wargames, such as Zapad 2017:

- human intelligence reconnaissance of physical assets for sabotage planning
- human intelligence source recruitment
- measurement and signature intelligence collection
- local signals intelligence collection using small, mobile devices
- locally targeted information operations using regional media outlets
- counter-NATO propaganda, or propaganda targeting specific military forces
- cyberattacks against local networks or infrastructure (e.g., power grids)
- signal interference against GPS or other mixed military-civilian systems
- purposefully misattributed chemical, biological, or radiological attacks
- physical sabotage of key infrastructure, such as transportation systems or information networks
- covert assassination of key military or civilian personnel
- stockpiling of weapons or munitions for use in a prospective high-order war
- infiltration or corruption of partner military forces
- penetration or destruction of internet or cellular communications infrastructure
- limited conventional military attack, such as a ground or air raid.

Conventional military organizations have capabilities that can be applied against these prospective hostile measures. All military units with a functioning staff—for example, infantry battalions or air combat squadrons—have organic intelligence collection and analysis capabilities, including a wide array of aerial systems and multispectral imaging devices. All these units have organic transportation and communication equipment that can be used to move both military and nonmilitary assets. At the brigade, division, and corps levels and higher, technical enablers proliferate. A conventional baseplate includes organic capabilities housed within individual units, as well as conventional force attachments from higher-echelon organizations.

We use a U.S. Army infantry brigade combat team (IBCT) as an example of what can and should be a core element of the forward positioned, conventional force, multidomain baseplate. Each Army IBCT consists of three maneuver battalions, a fires battalion, a reconnaissance squadron, a brigade support battalion, and a brigade special troops battalion. It also has extensive intelligence, military information support operations (MISO), military police, transportation, and communication capabilities, among other assets, that map well to prospective threats in the gray zone and during high-order war. In Table 4.1, a (+) indicates that a higher-echelon unit can provide more of a capability that the IBCT already has; capabilities in the right column are those not typically organic to an Army IBCT.

These technical enablers are impressive, but military units cannot address every possible Russian hostile measure. For example, there is not much that a U.S. Army brigade commander could do to deter, prevent, or counter a Russian economic embargo or a cyberattack against a host-nation intelligence agency. Local sensitivities impose additional restrictions:

Table 4.1
Example Conventional Force Enablers Against Hostile Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organic IBCT Capabilities</th>
<th>Attachments from Higher Echelons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human intelligence collection teams</td>
<td>(+) Human intelligence collection teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterintelligence collection teams</td>
<td>(+) Counterintelligence collection teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small, short-range unmanned aerial systems (UASs) and limited processing, exploitation, and dissemination of intelligence information</td>
<td>Larger, longer-range UAS assets and advanced processing, exploitation, and dissemination of intelligence information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote ground sensors and monitoring teams</td>
<td>(+) Remote ground sensor teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-range signals intelligence collection</td>
<td>Advanced, longer-range signals intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligence analysis platoon</td>
<td>Intelligence analysis reachback brigades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military police platoon</td>
<td>Military police battalions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground surveillance radars</td>
<td>(+) Ground surveillance radar teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified and unclassified radio and data networks</td>
<td>Advanced command-and-control capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISO teams</td>
<td>Strategic communication capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public affairs section with reachback capability</td>
<td>Fully integrated media teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information security specialists</td>
<td>Cyber-electromagnetic activity teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical, biological, and radiological defense units</td>
<td>(+) Chemical, biological, radiological defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infantry combat and fires units</td>
<td>Armor, aviation, long-range fires, and joint enablers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


NOTE: (+) indicates that a higher-echelon unit can provide more of a capability that the IBCT already has. Reachback capability means that a forward-deployed unit can obtain networked support from units in the United States or elsewhere; as of early 2019, cyber-electromagnetic activity teams were an experimental U.S. Army capability (see Stover, 2018).

all these capabilities in Eastern Europe is not a cut-and-dried proposal. Intelligence collection is a sensitive subject in Europe, particularly in the wake of Edward Snowden’s unauthorized disclosure of the details of numerous global surveillance programs.36 Country-level sensitivities dictate a case-by-case approach to increased intelligence and information operations. We touch on this point in the next section.

However, even a partial accounting of military assets signals a potential game-changing role against Russian hostile measures. During gray zone competition, even limited employ-

---

ment of some of these assets would give a country like Latvia—which has only one effective ground combat brigade with limited enablers—the ability to deter, prevent, or counter the kinds of prospective Russian hostile-measures behavior listed earlier in this section. Russia will be less likely to execute a limited military raid or send “little green men” into an area populated by armed NATO military personnel. And Russian maskirovka and dezinformatsiya will be less effective in an environment covered by advanced military intelligence capabilities.

Military assets will be unleashed during high-order war, sharply enhancing host-nation capabilities. For example, the presence of advanced military ground reconnaissance units, heavily armed area defense patrols, UAS observation, long-range thermal and electro-optical sensors, counterintelligence officers, military police checkpoints, and active signals intelligence interception will make Russian military leaders think twice before committing valuable Spetsnaz assets to reconnaissance or sabotage missions. They may be deterred from committing their teams, or the physical threat may actually prevent their deployment.

If Russian leaders did commit to employing hostile measures in our example IBCT’s area of operations, during either gray zone or high-order conflict, the IBCT could help counter the effectiveness of these operations. Active reconnaissance, armed physical security, and the unseen tendrils of intelligence interception will necessarily limit the movement of Russian assets and reduce the number and quality of available targets for observation, sabotage, or assassination. Communication teams can help secure local data and voice networks, or even provide limited redundancy for the host nation in the case of an effective sabotage operation. MISO and public affairs teams can work with host-nation media to counter local Russian propaganda efforts.

**A Stable and Supportive Platform for SOF**

International security competition and those elements seeking to undermine the Alliance will increasingly attempt to do so via Grey Zone tactics. To parry competitors’ Grey Zone tactics, SOF can provide essential special reconnaissance, intelligence, and precision operations. A more efficient and regionalized SOF presence would build significant resilience and strength to the Alliance’s new defence and deterrence posture.

— *NATO Special Operations Forces in the Modern Security Environment*, 2018

---

37 Latvian National Armed Forces, homepage, undated.

38 A raid is a limited attack with one specific target. It is intended to be executed quickly and includes a purposeful withdrawal; it is not intended to hold ground. While an overt military raid could trigger a high-order war, the action, by itself, falls into the category of gray zone hostile measures.

39 In all likelihood, prewar planning establishes restrictions for action. However, during high-order war, commanders tend to ignore some of the restrictions imposed during peacetime, particularly if these restrictions do not address law-of-war issues.


NATO SOF, such as U.S. Army Special Forces, the British Army’s Special Air Service, and the Estonian Special Operations Force, bring additional, often more specialized, and (in some cases) more effective capabilities to bear against Russian hostile measures. Prior RAND research has detailed these capabilities and prospective applications, and we do not reiterate all the SOF capabilities at NATO’s disposal here. Rather, we focus on the relationship between conventional forces and SOF to show the prospective value of the conventional baseplate.

Forward-positioned multinational conventional forces provide two critical enabling functions for SOF. First, they provide a safe and consistently available forward base from which to operate. Conventional force military bases are typically large, secure, and well resourced. A well-built facility has sufficient supplies of food, water, fuel, and ammunition, along with some advanced maintenance, airfield, communication, and training facilities. SOF units can deploy to these bases, use their facilities, and retain some degree of security and anonymity within the envelope of the larger conventional presence.

Second, a consistent forward military presence helps multinational NATO forces build close and lasting relationships with host-nation military leaders at all levels of command. Forward presence also acclimatizes the local civilian population to the presence of multinational soldiers and equipment. Relationship building and host-nation acclimatization are essential to helping SOF overcome a consistent challenge in the gray zone: securing authorities and permissions to use special operations capabilities. In 2017, RAND published an examination of the organizational relationships between U.S. SOF teams and country teams around the world. It found that authorities were often a stumbling block for global special operations:

In many cases, the country team imagined that SOF had the authorities it did not, and in some cases, the embassy thought that SOF did not have the authorities that it did. In other cases, clear authorities for an intended action or program appeared to be lacking.

One official interviewed for the RAND study noted that authorities “are the single biggest limiting factor” to SOF effectiveness. The report called for better integration of special operations liaison officers and considerable attention to relationship building.

Another examination of NATO special operations identified a cumbersome authorities-approval process as an impediment to successful operations. Permissions follow authorities, and they are not guaranteed: Even if NATO forces are given the authority to act, host nations often do not permit the authorized actions due to various sensitivities. There is no simple solution to these questions about authorities and permissions. At least for the United States, authorities are tangled in legal complexity and subject to both the bureaucratic and cultural rules of various host-nation military and civilian organizations, as well as any gaps between
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NATO should seek to streamline its authorities and permissions processes, but, as prior RAND research has argued, bottom-up relationship building can go a long way toward improving efficiency and effectiveness. A conventional baseplate provides exactly the kind of presence, consistency, and level of engagement necessary to clear away some of the bureaucratic barriers to obtaining special operations authorities and permissions and should improve the capacity of SOF to address Russian hostile measures.

The Nature of the Baseplate, Treaty Limitations, Reactions, and Mitigating Options

What should the conventional baseplate look like for NATO operations? It can take two general, but not mutually exclusive, forms: (1) a constant, rotational forward deployment of units that are not permanently stationed in the forward area, or (2) permanently forward-stationed units.

In the case of U.S. forces, units that forward deploy could operate from the host nation’s bases or from a permanent shell base specifically designed to host visiting multinational forces. Forward-stationed U.S. personnel might or might not be accompanied by their families, depending on the perceived level of threat in the forward area. Those who bring their families tend to stay in place far longer—in many cases, three times as long—as those on what the U.S. military refers to as unaccompanied orders. Host-nation forces could conceivably provide a unilateral baseplate, but that approach would negate many of the benefits we anticipate from a multinational approach and the forward positioning of Western European military units.

Both forward deployment and forward stationing have benefits and drawbacks. In his 2017 comparative analysis of U.S. Army forward deployment versus forward stationing, John R. Deni concluded that forward stationing was preferred by host nations because it provided “a sign of a stronger, more enduring commitment from the United States.” Deni found that the anticipated cost savings of forward deployments were overestimated and that both soldiers and their families saw forward stationing as a relief from constant separation. He recommended forward stationing U.S. Army forces in Eastern Europe and concurrently reducing forward deployments.

Our analysis of the Russian hostile-measures threat, the previous RAND research, and our conceptualization of an ideal conventional baseplate reinforces Deni’s findings: NATO should seek a forward-stationed multinational commitment in Eastern Europe. A 2015 RAND
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report specifically recommends pursuing U.S. Army basing in Romania and Bulgaria, a recommendation reinforced by our separate assessment of the Russian hostile-measures threat to southeastern Europe.\(^{51}\) A conventional baseplate for multinational NATO operations could consist of a series of interdependent but unitary member-state bases (e.g., a U.S. base with a U.S. brigade linked to a French base with a French brigade) or multinational conventional bases created to permanently host a combined force. This does not preclude the continued development of Eastern European NATO member forces: Continuous efforts should be made to build and reinforce the defensive capabilities of the Baltic States, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, and other alliance members and partners close to Russia’s western border.

**Treaty Limitations and Mitigating Options**

Several international agreements might limit NATO’s options for both the deployment and stationing of forces. These include the Russia Founding Act, the Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty, and the Vienna Documents of 1994 and 2011.\(^{52}\) All these agreements seek to reduce conventional and nuclear tensions in Europe by establishing standards and procedures for transparency, force reduction, and potential escalatory actions, such as the forward deployment of forces. All decisions by NATO and its member states to forward position military units in Eastern Europe are affected to some degree by these various commitments. However, there is wiggle room in every relevant document. Three approaches to enabling forward presence can help NATO avoid breaking commitment thresholds and triggering Russian overreaction.

First, force type selection should lean toward light infantry linked to advanced fires assets and technical capabilities, rather than maneuverable armored units. Armor is essential to any conventional fight, but it is also a signature offensive asset with the highest likelihood of triggering Russian worry. Second, the introduction of forces can be gradual. Flooding Eastern Europe with a large-scale conventional presence would also seem to suggest offensive intent. NATO has, thus far, emphasized its defensive nature—and it should continue to do so. Third, its ongoing commitment to confidence-building measures with Russia should be sharply increased to coincide with its improved force posture.\(^{53}\)

**Will a Conventional Military Presence Deter Russian Hostile Measures?**

In this chapter, we argued for forward stationing conventional military forces to help deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile measures in Eastern Europe. There was strong expert


consensus at our 2016 symposium supporting this approach and the belief that a conventional force presence would improve deterrence against what are effectively nonconventional actions. Of course, expert opinion does not constitute empirical evidence. Furthermore, empirically proving the efficacy of any deterrent is all but impossible: Showing definitive causal proof in the absence of a particular state behavior is beyond scientific capability. As we have argued, historical narratives of the Cold War suggest that the use of military enabling assets was at least partly effective in identifying and countering Soviet hostile measures.

Our argument rests on the following points:

1. In general, Russia will constantly pursue advantage through hostile measures, particularly in areas close to its borders, and reduce risk by reducing aggressive opportunism when and where adversaries resist.
2. NATO has engaged in a limited effort to resist Russian hostile measures in Eastern Europe, but this effort would benefit from reinforcement.
3. The insufficiency of NATO’s forward-positioned assets tailored to deter, prevent, or counter hostile measures has facilitated Russian aggressive opportunism in Eastern Europe.
4. Conventional military units, with their organic capabilities and access to enabling capabilities, represent resistance by their very presence and increase the risk of Russian hostile-measures activities.
5. NATO can improve the prospects of deterrence if it can increase Russia’s perception of the risk of using hostile measures and reduce its aggressive behavior without triggering a war, something that may involve using forces that are also capable of deterring a Russian conventional attack.54

If a forward conventional presence fails to deter Russia from employing hostile measures, conventional enablers and supported SOF elements will have some role in physically preventing or countering Russian behavior. It is not necessary to empirically prove the value of multiple-source intelligence collection assets in detecting and locating Russian clandestine or covert operatives and activities; this is one of their long-standing, primary purposes. Public affairs, MISO, and other information enablers are purpose-built to identify and counter hostile information activities. If Russia does not perceive these capabilities as a deterrent, it will surely have to account for them in practice.

Conclusion: Sometimes a Bear Is Just a Bear

Over at least the past century, Russia has naturally and effectively evolved a deeply institutionalized and highly expert hostile-measures capability. Hostile measures are an
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excellent match for Russia’s currently limited, nonideological, transactional, purposefully deceptive, and mostly tactical approach to problem solving. Unlike leaders in many NATO member states, Russian leaders are rarely conflicted about their national objectives, and they are less likely to be restrained by humanitarian concerns. While they would prefer to be respected and even liked by the international community, they appear to be quite comfortable facing the consequences for their often disruptive and mostly unilateral actions. Even as Moscow’s aggression modulates along with the state’s resources, its approach to international relations remains generally consistent and foreseeable. Putin reflects rather than constitutes the Russian state idiom when it comes to the use of hostile measures. The characteristic worry-driven, transactional ruthlessness in pursuit of state survival will almost certainly outlive him.

But even in the miasma of reactive fear triggered by Russia’s recent adventurism, we see growing expert consensus on the limitations of Russian strategic power. Viewed with cold objectivity, Russian aggression in the gray zone reflects no small amount of weakness. Although Russia uses hostile measures opportunistically and routinely, its best-known hostile-measures operations—including those against Moldova, Georgia, Estonia, Ukraine, and Turkey—were reactive, sometimes frantic, and, by our interpretation of Russian grand strategy, ineffective. At the apparent height of Russia’s post-Soviet power, it finds itself increasingly surrounded by NATO members and allies. In Europe, Russia’s tactical gray zone successes have caused localized disruption but, with the notable exception of Crimea, no state expansion. It would be difficult to argue that the lives of Russian-speaking people or Russian citizens living in Eastern Europe have been markedly improved by Russia’s cyberattacks, assassinations, economic embargoes, and military incursions.

If the European democratic experiment is failing, Russian gray zone attacks are not the proximate cause. If we are at the nadir of European and, specifically, NATO cohesion and power, then Russia’s strategic failures are all the more noteworthy.

In 2014, political cartoonist Robert J. Matson stated, “Sometimes a bear is just a bear.” He was arguing that some contemporaneous assessments of Russian prowess and global reach were overstated. His statement suggests both threat and limit: Bears are scary and dangerous when cornered, but they are relatively predictable, and they can be managed. Russia is strategically limited but tactically strong. Its institutional capabilities to disrupt and punish deserve a healthy dose of respect. A bear is just a bear, but a bear is still a bear.

While we cannot predict actual behavior or tactical hostile-measures actions that Russia would pursue in a given scenario, we argue that it is possible to forecast Russia’s strategic behavior in Eastern Europe with some degree of confidence. Russia will continue to do what it has done for the past century: apply hostile measures to preserve a favorable status quo, avert internal disorder, and disrupt Western states that represent what Russian leaders perceive to be existential threats. NATO can and should take positive measures to present steel to the probing Russian bayonet. Its actions to date have been helpful but are insufficient. If the alliance is serious about living up to its Article 5 commitments, then it will have to match Russia’s insti-
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tutionalization of hostile measures with an institutionalization of moderated but hard-nosed security in Eastern Europe.

The alliance faces another serious challenge: how to distinguish between a gray zone hostile measure and an Article 5 trigger. Precisely which of Russia’s hostile measures, applied in which circumstances, constitute an act of war against a NATO member state? Russia’s use of hostile measures is long-standing, but cyber, information operations, and other actions that leverage emerging technologies are new and novel, and it may be difficult for NATO to identify an appropriate response. We did not explore this seam in detail, but it should be a topic for future research.

Finally, NATO military planners and political leaders must do more to incorporate hostile measures into considerations for high-order war. Whether or not the community of analysts intended to create the unhelpful conceptual gap between MSW and war, it exists, and it undermines the clarity and effectiveness of the alliance’s military planning and policy. Collectively, the West must assume that hostile measures are viable tools in any conflict and that Russia will apply them reflexively and with considerable tactical expertise. Here, too, we recommend further research, as well as improvements to how NATO exercises and simulates notional war with Russia.
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Russia’s conventional capabilities pose a serious threat to NATO that remains mostly untested. Where it has historically succeeded is in using various types of hostile measures to sow disorder, weaken democratic institutions, and undermine NATO cohesion and what Russia perceives as the eastward expansion of Western institutions. However, Russia also has a long track record of strategic shortfalls, and even some ineptitude. Formulating strategies for addressing these actions demands a clear understanding of how and why Russian leaders employ hostile measures—for example, economic embargoes, limited military incursions, cyberattacks, and information campaigns.

A historical review of Soviet-era power dynamics and detailed case studies of Russian hostile measures in the post-Soviet era help clarify the conditions under which Russia employs hostile measures and the vulnerabilities it exploits in the countries it targets—as well as the messages these measures send to other key audiences, such as Russia’s domestic public, the Russian diaspora, and Western powers that Russia perceives as encroaching on its sphere of influence.

NATO and other Western powers will benefit from exploring opportunities to deter, prevent, and counter Russian hostile behavior in the so-called gray zone short of war, where daily adversarial competition occurs. Many of the behaviors that Russia exhibits in the gray zone will no doubt extend to conventional war.